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children left futherless, and when
eleven years old lie was selling papersTIM FOUNDTHE USUAL SCRAPOCCURS AGAIN ON
MEXICAN BORDER
THAW LAWYERS
ARE GRANTED
AWRIT
FEDERAL JUDGE GRANTS THE APPLI-
CATION OF THAW'S ATTORNEYS,
AND ENJOINS ALL PARTIES FROM
INTERFERING WITH HIM IN ANY
WAY WHATSOEVER.
SULZER BOARD
STILL AFTER
FACTS
THE ASSEMBLY BOARD OF MANAG-
ERS CONTINUE TO HUNT UP
EVIDENCE AGAINST THE DEPOSED
GOVERNOR. RUMORED HE WILL
NEVER STAND TRIAL.
REFUGEES ARE
SAFE IN EL
PASO
A SPECIAL TRAIN FROM CHIHUAHUA
ARRIVES IN JUAREZ LOADED WITH
AMERICANS. NO REBELS ENC-
OUNTERED.-VILLA REPORTED
DEFEATED.
ship Mexicauo.
The refugees expressed belief that
there was no man in Mexico powerful
enough to bring about peace or to
maintain it, if peace is secured tem-
porarily. They say that even if
Huerta is not a candidate for presi-
dent, many Mexicans will look 011 any
election as being controlled by him.
A. I). Edwards, of Texas, ' an elec-
trical engineer, said he left Mexico
not alone because of personal danger,
but because there no longer is any
way of making a living there.
Many of the refugees have been
since August trying to return to the
United States.
Harry C. Archer, representing the
state department, offered assistance
tj all who needed it.
The United Slates battleship Michi-
gan, which has been in port here for
ten days, sailed today for Vera Cruz,
Mexico.
IN NEW YORK
MORGU E
CONGRESSMAN SULLIVAN, OF 13TH
NEW YORK DISTRICT, WHO HAD
BEEN MISSING FOR TWO WEEKS,
IDENTIFIED BY CHANCE REMARK
OF A POLICEMAN.
ABOUT TO BE BURIED
IN POTTERS FIELD
New York, Sept. 13. "Big Tim"
Sullivan, the New York politician, who
rose from newsboy to congressman, Is
dead. His mangled body was identified
today by bis Larry Mul-
ligan after it had lain for thirteen
days in a local morgue.
Sullivan, who was ill, eluded his
nurses in the early morning of Aug-
ust SI, and a few hours later was
struck and killed by a train at Pel-ha-
Parkway.
Willi no identifying marks on the
clothing or articles in the pockets, the
body lay in Fordham morgue for thir
teen days, awaiting identification.
This morning it was sent to Bellevue
morgue. There was stationed Peter
Purfield. a policeman, who had known
"Big Tim" and liked him before his
mind became clouded. Something
about the expression of the features
stirred Purfield's memory. Bye and
bye, after he had pondered an hour
or so, Purfield remarked to a report-
er:
"That looks a little bit like "Big
Tim."
Peering long at the mutilated and
discolored face the reporter thought
so, too. The telephone brought "Big
Tim's" east side friends in groups
to the morgue, but none recognized
in the changed features the man they
had known in his prime. Larry Mul-
ligan. Sullivan's was
summoned. He looked at the face
once and turned away.
"It's Big Tim," he said.
Sullivan's body was on its way to
the potter's field when the chance ob-
servation of Policeman Purfield led to
its identification. The transfer from
the Fordham morgue to the one at
ttellevuo hospital Vi the usual prelim-
inary to interring the city' paupers
and unidentified dead in the public
burying ground.
"Big Tim" met his death two hours
or less after he wandered out into the
night from the home of his brother,
Patrick, at Williamsburg bridge. The
neighborhood is sparsely settled there
and Sullivan had but a dollar in his
- "-- ;
. . .
'" '
the thought in mind that he would
take a train for New York and visit
his former cronies on the east side.
Pelham Parkway station lay not far
away. It Is possible that Sullivan
saw Its lights and made It his imme-
diate destination. In any event his
body was found at four o'clock in the
morning near the tracks by a police-
man. It was taken to the Fordham
morgue.
For many months "Big Tim's" mind
had been under a cloud. Elected to
congress last fall, he had never taken
, .. because of this trouble. A
011 the streets. Later he was working
in a newspaper press room.
Sullivan was a political power in a
small way before lie was of age. At
twenty-thre- he was elected to the
state assembly and there he served
continuously for eight years. In the
state senate he served four full two-yea- r
terms and part of a fifth. And
then he went to congress. "Big Tim"
Aid not find Washington congenial and
after a few years of this life, be was
elected to state senate. Against his
will, it was said, lie ran awiin for con-
gress last fall.
"Big Tim's" wealth was acquired
from many sources. Chief among
them were saloon and racing and the-- 1
atrical interests in which his associa-
tion was eagerly sought. At one time
his fortune was estimated at more
than $2,000,000 but. his pensioners
were constantly Increasing and during
the last few years his ventures were
less successful.
Worry was the last ailment his
friends could associate with Sullivan's
sunny disposition, but it was worry,
they agreed today, that finally broke
down his keen mind and probably
brought him to his death. The death
0) his cousin, alderman "Little Tim"
Sullivan, was the first blow. The
treachery of one of his trusted friends
cost him, It was said, $100,000. Then
came the death of his wife.
MORE ARRESTS AT CALUMET
BUT NO SERIOUS TROUBLE
Calumet, Mich., Sept. 1". More ar-
rests marked today's demonstration
by copper mine strikers and their wo-
men sympathizers. Several hundred
paraded and some of the more obstre-
perous Job seekers failed to heed or-
ders of mounted militiamen to keep
certain streets. Wild cheering from
the non-unio- men and excited rushes
by the crowd gave the air riotious as
pect, but no serious disorders occur-
red.
USES A TOMBSTONE TO
PROVE ARGUMENT
REPRESENTATIVE SMITH OF MINNESOTA
OPPOSES CURRENCY BILL BECAUSE
IT PLACES SUPREME POWER IN THE
HANDS OF FOUR MEN.
Washiglon. I). C, Sept. 13. A wood
tombstone, seven feet tall and four
feet square, was raised on the floor
of the house today to illustrate an
argument bv Representative Smith nt
ilinm-hoia- , that the administration !
bill would put the industries, labor,
agriculture and commerce of the
United States under the control of
four men appointed by the party In
power. On the base of the monument
were painted seven circles, represent-
ing the seven members of the federal
reserve board proposed by the bill.
Of these, four, according to Mr. Smith,
the secretary of agriculture, secretary
of the treasury and the comptroller of
the currency, with a fourth member
selected by them, would control the
board.
They would change, he said, with
each administration, and make the
board a partisan political Institution.
On the shaft of the monument were
painted sixty-nin- e different functions,
described by Mr. Smith as the powers
of the federal reserve boara. wnne
endorsing the principles of the bill,
Mr. Smith opposed the placing of such
lame powers in the hands of the board.
"What I contend for is the substitu- -
on of eon- -
for banks," said he. "The great
political power which President Jack
son saw in the First ana tecona u-
. . 1 banks of his day were pygmies
iwnen romnared to the gigantic power
jmpol)P on u,e federal reserve ooaia,
Lml which, by the proposed bill, is
the prize of eaciv national eiet
San Antonio, Tex , Sept. 14. In a
fight between United States soldiers
and Mexican smugglers at Carrizo
Springs, Texas, today, oue Mexican
was killed, six Mexicans wounded,
and fourteen captured. ?
None of the pursuing party was in-
jured, and only two cavalry nurses
were hurt.
The soldiers came on to the Mexi-
cans shortly after daylight, when a
few miles from Linilto crossing at the
Rio Grande River and at once began
firing. An American, who is the re-
puted leader of the Mexicans, but
whose name is unknown, replied to
the order to halt and declared his
party would never surrender. The
soldiers were then ordered to fire
and at the first volley one Mexican
was shot dead, two others apparently
mortally wounded and several receiv-
ed minor wounds.
The American leader realizing that
numbers were against him, retreated.
Thirteen Mexicans were captured. AM
of the Mexicans were taken to Wind-
mill ranch and a surgeon was sum-
moned to treat the' wounded.
The capture was, made by a detach-
ment of the Fourteenth U. S. Cavalry
under command of Lieutenant McLane.
The Mexicans had attempted to car-
ry a large shipment of ammunition
and rifles across the border from a
point about fifty miles In the interior
of Texas. They abandoned most of
the contrabands when attacked by a
sheriff's posse a few days ago. The
munitions were said to be for constitu-
tionalists, but the latter announce
they would execute the smugglers it
caught on American soil.
CURRY SEEMS
SELECTED FOR
PHILIPPINES
Washington. D. C, Sept. 13. Among
the first questions taken up by Sec-
retary Garrison on his return to
Washington Monday after a two
months' absence, will be two appoint-
ments to the Philippine commission.
Former Representative George Curry
of New Mexico and Representative
Andrew J. Peters, of Massachusetts,
are being endorsed for the appoint-
ment.
DISMEMBERED GIRL IS
IDENTIFIED
POLICE ARE NOW LOOKING FOR THE
YOUNG SURGEON WHO IS SUSPECTED.
-- .DR. ORRICHIA AT SAN JOSE, CAL,
ADMITS KNOWING THE GIRL.
New York, N. Y., Sept. 13-.-1 lie
vinmtr married surgeon whom Annette 1"
Day loved was sought diligently uy
today to tell what he might
know of Miss Day'B last hours. Her
brother, Francis, a real estate dealer
of this city, declared last night that
she was the slain woman whose body
was dissected and thrown into the
Hudson within the past two weeks. He
identified a portion of the body- - the
head, arms and one leg were still
missing as that of his sister, by an
odd shaped discoloration on her back,
which be said was a birthmark.
Annette Day, according to the broth- - ,
er's story, was 23 years old, of datk
hair and complexion and one of five
children. Her mother lives at Tarry
town and last saw Annette on Au
gust 10, when the girl, facing motbfix- -
hood, left home. Since then, none or
the family had heard from her
Detectives were told this morning
that the surgeon had disappeared re-
cently from his home in Brooklyn. His
wife and two small children, it was
said were still there. He had told h's
friends, according to the police, that
he had been threatened by the black-hand- .
Admits May Be Wanted.
San Jose, Calif., Dr. Alfred Oi- -
richia who has lived here since last
April, said today he might be the man
sought by the. New, York police as
"the young married surgeon Annette
Day loved."
"I and my family." he said, "were
neighbors of the Days and the fami-
lies were intimate. The last time I
saw Annette Was when she ate Chris
mas dinner at our house a few days
before I left for San Francisco.
"I have not written letters to any
one in Brooklyn or in the east becausa
I feared the blackhand," he said.
"The police may have thought it
strange that I should have been '
threatened by the blackhand, but I
have the letters in my possesion. They
threatened the lives of myself and my
wife.
"My wife wunl back to Brooklyn, fn
August, to be confined and I expect
her to return as soon as she Is w ell
enough to travel." '
Mother Not Satisfied.
New York, Sept. 13. The police late
this afternoon arttnitted that Dr. Al-
fred Orricliia was the young married
surgeon whose name had been given
them by the brother of Annette Day.
So far as could be ascertained no move
had been made to bring about the doc-
tor's arrest. This might have been
because the authorities were not yet
satisfied with the identification of the
murdered girl made by Francis Day,
the brother.
Annette Day's mother viewed the
pieces of the body this afternoon and
said she did not believe the victim
was her daughter.
MEANS BREATHING
SPELL UNTIL TUESDAY
Concord, N. II., Sept. 13. In the
I r.iied States distript court in this
C!ty this afternoon, Judge Edgar Aid- -
nth granted the petition of counsel
for Harry K. Thaw for a writ of
habeas corpus, returnable at Littleton,
on Tuesday next at 11 a. m. Na-
thaniel F. Martin of this city and Mer--
ill Shurtleff, of Lancaster, appeared
as counsel for Thaw. The state of
New York was not represented at the
bearing.
Proceedings were in chambers, only
the Judge, counsel and clerk of the
court being admitted. Judge Aldricb
ifsued also an injunction restraining
all parties from Interfering with the
service of the writ or with Thaw,
pending the hearing at Littleton.
Copies of the writ and Injunction will
be served on Sheriff Drew, of Cook- -
county, Wm. T. Jerome and Attorney
General James P. Tuttle.
The effect of this proceeding Is to
bring the situation to a standstill un-
til next Tuesday.
After another night of rumors of
kidnaping, Harry K. Thaw awoke to-
day to gaze on the rain soaked
streets and to confer with counsel re-
garding the hearing with Governor
Felker at Concord in opposition to his
extradition to the state of New York.
This hearing according to the under-
standing of the Thaw lawyers will be
held on Wednesday. Thaw will prob-
ably be removed to the capital Mon-
day without further court procedure
here.
Neither side trusting the other, and
Thaw's special guards trusting neither
side, all hands kept watch at the hotel
where Thaw is boused until well after
midnight. At 2 a. m. an overwrought
reporter, sure of the .presence or
some strange men .and automowies
about the building meant no good, ran
down the silent hallways shouting at
the top of his lungs. The entire hotel
was awakened in an instant. Sheriff
Drew, who had retired ran into the
ball in his night clothes, and twenty
reporters, half dressed and disheveled
dashed down to the lobby to telephone
for automobiles. Women guests peek--!.! hohlnd doors on the verge of
hysterics, and the Thaw guards, wor-
ried, but ignorant or what was the
matter, massed themselves in front of
his door.
Thaw hinsef did not wake up.
William T. Jerome also slept soundly
though Franklin Kennedy, deputy at-
torney general from New York, ap-
peared for a few moments until, he
satisfied himself, that Tnaw was saie.
Mr. Jerome received a telegram
shortly before 10 o'clock announcing
the arrival of Sheriff Ifornbeck, of
Dutchess county, at Concord, with the
extradition warrants. Jerome immedi-
ately tried to get in telephone com-
munication with h'lm.
Thaw's consel left for Colebrook at
2:30 this afternoon and Judge Aldricb.
took the same train for his home in
Littleton. The federal court action
heads off extradition with the result
that the case may be taken by appeal
to the United States supreme court a(
Washington.
Concord, N. H., Sept. 13. Judge Ah
drieh's rescript says in part:
"The petition of Harry K. Thaw for
a writ of habeas corpus under United
States authority invokes the 14th
amendment to the constitution of the
United States, which, among other
things, declares that no state shall de-
prive any person of life, liberty or
property without due process of law,
as well as other federal laws with ref-
erence to the restraint of personal lib-
erty.
"While reserving to federal authori-
ty the exercise of all such ultimate
power and tlie charge of all such duty
as the constitution and laws of the
United States contemplate in a situa-
tion like this, and while according to
federal and state interpretation. State
authority in respect to extradition re-
sults primarily, if not altogether from
federal law, Is not intended that the
issuance of the writ shall interfere at
all, for the present at least, with such
of tne allthorities of the state of New
Hampshire as may be called on to
dea, witn problems involved in the
proposition of extraamon.
COLLEGE PRESIDENT WHIPS
FATHER FOR ABUSING WIFE.
Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 13. Wit-
nesses are being summoned today by
the Vigo county grand jury, to investi-
gate an attack made by President E.
A. Hanley, of Franklin college, Indi-
ana, on his father. Calvin Hanley, at
the latter's home at Middletown, in
the southern part of this county, last
Thursday.
It is understood the son switched
and spanked his father because or
alleged bad treatment of his mother
and sister-in-law- . In resisting his son.
the father fell against a window sill
and it is reported, was seriously
REPORT IS THAT
$50,000 IS UNREPORTED
New York, N. Y., Sept. 1:1. The as-
sembly board of managers for the im-
peachment of Governor Sulzer an-
nounced today that Charles Dersch,
a salesman allied with the brewery In-
terests, had testified privately that lie
had collected nearly $50,000 for Sul-ztr'- s
campaign, which was not ac
counted for by the governor in hi
statement of campaign contributions.
The announcement was made by As
semblyman Aaron J. Levy, chairman
cf the board of managers, when the
board met to continue its investiga-
tions today for the purpose of gather-
ing evidence for the prosecution at
the impeachment trial. Mr. Dersch
was one of the witnesses called yes-
terday, but at his request, he was a!
lowed to give his testimony in pri-
vate.
The $50,000 Mr. Levy said, had been
collected from the brewing and
interest.
Mr. Ievy snld that a prominent New
York lawyer who had been a dos3
friend of Sulzer for 25 years had come
tj him today direct from Albany, with
this question:
"If Governor Sulzer should resign,
would the impeachment proceedings
hi dropped.
Levy said he replied that he had no
authority to stop them.
As his personal opinion, M Levy
said he did not believe Governor Sul-
zer would ever stand, for trial. He
declined to give the name of the New
York lawyer who had asked the above
question.
He added, however: "This man, a
former office holder, called to see me
this morning. In his opinion, Gover-
nor Sulzer will never come to trial.
He asked me if I would consider
recommending a man like Alton B.
Parker, to go to Sulzer and take proofa
of the charges against him that we
hi.ve and advise him to resign and
save himself from the Indignity and
humiliation of a trial. I said, of
cturse, I could not do that."
Mr. Levy was asked If he did not
think Governor Sulzer already knew
what these proofs were.
"No, he does not."
Congressman Jefferson M. Levy
who sucoeded Sulzer in congress,
when he gecame governor, called at
the office of the Impeachment man-
agers today and was examined In pri-
vate by Isidor Kresel, the manager's
attorney. The impeachmen" man-
agers would not say just what they
expected to unearth regarding Sul-zer-
record in his old congressional
district.
Does Not Intend to Resign,
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 13. Governor
Sulzer has no intention of resigning,
according to his counsel, D. Cady Her-rick- ,
when Mr. Herrick learned of the
statement today by ARsemblyman
Aaron J. Levy, chairman of the board
of managers, in charge of the impeach-
ment proceedings, he sent this tele-
gram to Mr. Levy In New York: "I
see from press dispatches that you
state a prominent New York lawyer
has come to you direct from Albany
with this question: 'If Governor Sul-
zer should resign would the impeach-
ment proceedings be dropped,' I ask
you what the name of that prominent
lawyer is. Either you are stating a
falsehood or you have been imposed
on. Governor Sulzer has no intention
of resigning."
WINEGROWERS
WIN OUT ON
BRANDY TAX
Washington, D. C, Sept. 13. The
fight of the California wine growers
to keep a low tax on brandies used to
fortify their product met success to
day when the conferees decided to
drop the question from the bill and
leave It open until the next session of
congress. The conferees also struck
out a tax of 25 cents a gallon on
"spurious wines" made principally in
the Ohio river valley, and referred
both questions to to
come up next year.
SOCIALIST EDITORS TESTIFY
IN STRIKE PROBE
Washington. I). C, Sept. 13 W. H.
Thompson, of Huntington, W. Va., and
C. H. Bosweil, of Charleston, editors
of Socialist newspapers, told the sen-
ate committee investigating ihe West
Virginia mine strike today about the
suppression of their publication by
the state. Both papers supported the
strike. The two men declared Ihey
bad been jailed without knowing the
charges against them.
Attorney Vincent, for the coal oper-
ators, during the
declared the strike was due to the
Socialist party and added that the
United Mine Workers had been made
a pirt of that party.
MANY OTHERS ARE
TRYING TO LEAVE MEXICO
Kl Paso, Texas, Sept. 13. Flying a
bed sheet as a flag of truce, a special
train from Chihuahua, Mexico, reached
Juarez early this morning bearing
American refugees. They encountered
no rebels enroute.
Manuel Sordo, a storekeeper at
Santa Rosalia, Mexico, was on the
train and reported the looting ot his
store by rebels before he left.
The Americans brought copies of
Chihuahua newspapers which state
that following the recent defeat of
Terrazas. federal commander at San
Andres, by Pancho Villa, the federal
prisoners were stood up and shot be
side a big camp fire at night and that
their quivering bodies were then toss
ed into the fire by the rebels. Many
were only wounded when thrown into
the fire, the papers say.
General Francisco Castro, In com-
mand of the Juarez federal forces, re-
ceived a dispatch today from Chihua-
hua city declaring that Francisco Villa
the rebel leader, had been defeated in
a battle at Bustillos west of Chihua-
hua.
The message came from Governor
Mercado at Chihuahua city and said
that a federal force under Marcelo
Caraveo had defeated Villa.
Trying to Get Away.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 13. One
hundred Americans and eighteen other
foreigners, making their way from
Torreon to Monterey, enroute to the
United States, are having a dangerous
journey because of the bad condition
of the roads. The party Is under the
direction of Consular Agent Allen,
and plans to embark at Tampico.
About a hundred Americans still re-
main in the vicinity of Torreon.
fcfcuerai XienTai tiruro at ii rcvii i
endeavoring to n the railroad
to Mexico City to obtain provisions.
According to advices received from
Consul Hanna at Monterey the epi-
demic at Torreon is passing.,
Consul General Shanklin at Mexico
City, reported that communication
with Chihuahua, Citidad Porfirio Diaz,
Juarez, Durango, Ensenada and
La Paz, Matamoras and
has been temporarily suspended.
The transport Buffalo, enroute to
San Francisco from Guaymas, is
bringing American refugees from Pa-
cific Mexico ports.
Treat All Alike.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 13. Euro-
peans and other foreigners, as well as
Americans may find refuge with Unit-
ed States consular officers in Mexico.
The state department has ordered
those officials to extend the same pro-
tection to foreigners as they would to
Americans in anticipation of such
as have been received from
China, Switzerland, Spain and some
other governments. In that way, it is
expected to reduce to a minimum any
grounds for demands for interven-
tion.
The transport Buford, now down the
Pacific coast of Mexico for refugees,
has been ordered' to give accommoda-
tion to all foreigners.
Ask Woman's Arrest.
Washington, D. C, Sept, 13. The
arrest of Alice Maude Sanchez, as she
landed in Brooklyn last night from
Mexico, was made at the instance of
the Mexican charge d'affairs here,
who has asked for her extradition on
charges of embezzlement from the
Huerta government. Following the
usual course, Mexico will be given
forty days, under the extradition
treaty, to show that the young woman
Is charged with an extraditable and
rot a political offense. It could not be
said here today whether she would be
released on bail. The fact that Miss
Sanchez was born in the United
States, will not, it is said, prevent her
extradition.
Battle Reported In Sonora.
Mexico City, Sept. 13. Three hun-
dred federals and two hundred rebels
are reported to have been killed in a
battle on Tuesday near Maytorena in
the northwestern part of the state of
Sonora.
The rebels were opposing the march
of General Pedro Ojeda's column
which was advancing on Hcrmosillo,
the capital of the state. The results
of the engagement are considered by
the Mexican government to be a fed-
eral victory, the rebels having re-
treated after making a determined
stand. The rebel force is reported to
number several thousand men. The
federals maintained a vicious artillery
Are and remained in possession of the
battlefield, capturing many prisoners
and a quantity of ammunition. The
rebels, after retreating several miles
from the scene of hostilities, reorgan-
ized their forces but failed to renew
the attack.
170 Refugees Arrive.
Galveston, Texas, Sept 13. Condi-
tions in the state of Durango, Mexico,
are intolerable to foreigners, accord-
ing to refugees, of whom 170 were
landed here today from the steam
PULLMAN COMPANY
PRACTICES CRITICISED.
San Francisco, Sept. 13. The Btate
railroad commission, acting on the
complaints of many travelers, ordered
the Pullman company to appear before
It November 19, and explain its
"practices, rules and regulations."
'
Rates will not figure in the event,
but its scope in other directions will
be wide. These are some of the
things the commission wants to
know:
ITow much the company depends on
passengers' tips in figuring porters'
wages.
Why upper berthB are pulled down
when not occupied, making lower
berths stuffy and cramped.
Why the answer "No lowers left,"
so often proves to have been a mis-
take the next morning.
Why a passenger cannot get his
berth made up when he wants it, but
must await the porter's pleasure.
Why berths so often are sold to
more than one passenger, with re-
sultant confusion and annoyance.
SCIENTISTS GUESTS AT
SANATARIUM
DELEGATES TO AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH
ASSOCIATION BANQUETED AT WOOD-
MAN SANATARIUM, WHICH NOW HAS
1002 CURES TO ITS CREDIT.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 13.
The forty-firs- t annual meeting of the
American public health association
concluded last right with a meeting at
which resolutions of thanks to local
organizations and the press of Colo-
rado Springs and Denver were adopt-
ed. The meeting followed a dinner in
honor of the delegates and their wives,
given by Dr. J. A. Rutledge, superin
tendent of the Modern Woodmen sana
torium to which the visitors, number-
ing 200 .were taken in automobiles do-
nated by local people. The scientists
were greatly impressed with the insti-
tution, which Dr. Peter Pryce of Otta-
wa, in a toast, declared exemplified
the supreme end of science practical
application.
Dr. Rutledge created great entnus-ias-
with his declaration that the
home now has 1,002 graduates cured
tuberculars who are numbered again
among the ranks of the world's bread
winners. Several other scientists of
national prominence also spoke.
PROMINENT
WOMAN ASKS
FOR ft DIVORCE
Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 13. Jessie
Emerson Bailey, who under her form-
er name of Jessie Emerson Moffatt, is
a well known writer of short stories,
has filed suit in the Franklin county
courts, through her attorneys for a di
vorce from Frank Duncan Bailey, of
London, England, to whom she was
married in New York City June 8,
1911. While Mrs. Bailey is making
her legal home in ColumbuB at pres-
ent, her hlsband is in Seattle, Wash.
In her petition, Mrs. Bailey avers
that while her husband represented
himself as a man of superior habits
and exemplary conduct before their
marriage, subsequent events proved
that he was without such character- -
ists. The wife further avers that on
February 21, 1912, her husband at-
tempted an assault on her with a
heavy chair, but that the assault fail-
ed because of the husband's alleged
enfeebled condition.
Mrs. Bailey avers that the day fol
lowing this incident she left him and
has not lived with him since.
The plaintiff is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Randolph Emerson
and was born in Fredonia, N. Y., Au-
gust 22, 1S80. She was first married
to Joseph Alpheus Moffatt September
11, 1S98.
It is from her second marriage that
she is seeking relief in Columbus.
She is a member of the Woman's
Press club of New York City and has
been a president of the New Yorkers'
club of New York.
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
Senate .
Not in session: meets Monday.
Conferees continued deliberations
on tariff bill.
Committee investigating West Vir-
ginia mine strike continued hearing
testimony.
House.
Currency bill debate continued un
der an agreement to close tonight.
commission was appointed to admin-itr-
ibter the affairs of his large estate and
to watch over his person.
Last May he was taken to Europe, ;ti
in the hone tha. the ocean voyage and
a trip on the continent would restore
him to health. When he came back,
(however, his friends saw little
provement in his condition. He was
taken to the Williamsburg borne of his
brother, and three male nurses were
employed to guard him. Once he
eluded them and went back to the east
side. He remained there but a few
Lours till' bis nurses were notified and
he was again under surveillance.
On the nlclit he disanneared. he satin
up till 2 o'clock, playing pinochle. ovpr tile measure now before the
Two of the nurses went to bed at mid- - .house."
night, leaving the third to continue , general attack on the method of
the game. The third nurse became pttng the bill through the house was
drowsy; "Big Tim" did not. When thejm.uie bv Representative Calloway of
nurse finally slumbered, "Big Tim" Texas. Democrat, who protested vig-ere-
noiselessly out of the house and oronsly against "following Wilson and
went to his death.
Never Took Seat.
Washington. D. C. Sept 13. "Pig
Tim" Sull:van was elected to the con
gress now In session, but did no' trjke!
his seat because of Illness, and us far
as records of the capitol show, b" has
not been in Washington since it began
work. He draws his pay. ho vever.
by commission." the house agreeing
to pay his salary to those appointed
by the New York courts to look a'erhis affairs. He had been a reprrsm- -
tative in the 58th and 5!lth congresses
jaixi viis tnen very sctivp
tion.
"If a method or means can be evolv-
ed by which the government can main-
tain control and regulation of the
banking and currency system and at
the same time prevent it from be-
coming a toll and Instrument of po-
litical pressure and party expediency,
wnnld bp a decided improvement
iBryan blindly.
'remains of mayor
GAYNOR ARE NOW
HEADED FOR HOME
Liverpool, Kng.. Sept. 13. Bearing
homeward the body of the late mayor
Km York. Wm. J. Gaynor. who
died on board the steamer name at
sea Wednesday afternoon, the Cunard
jne stPamer Uusitana sailed from
.Liverpool shortly after 5 ociotk " t
ot mihii fneral of a Brit
ish monarch and of prominent English
tlatesmen.
The. oaken coffin, draped in the
Kinrs and striDes. now rests in a spe--
rial compartment on, board the ocean
liner. Throughout the voyage to New
York it will be guarded by eight uni-
formed quartermasters.
I".
v
H:s dpath will necessitate a ,nPr,!U efternoon. The vessel is expected 1?
election in the 13th New York district, j rpa(,h X(?w York next Frjday.
which comprises New York county. 'unprecedented tributes were ren-Th-
will be the fifth special election jn honQr of the ate mayor while
caused by death since the sixty-thir- bo(Jy wag on Brltlsh BOn. From
congress began work in March. ' ti-- e time the casket was removed from
Timothy Sullivan "Big Tim" was gtpamPr Baltic last night until it
one of the best beloved of the genial tr.dn8ferred to ,he Uusitania thH
Tammany leaders whose power came the body lay tn state m thefrom popularity in the swarming tene- - , ,y tow na araid trapping
meni aisiricis uim - - -
Tammany candidate into office. His
stronghold was the bowery. There
every winter he distributed shoes and
clothing to thousands of human dere-
licts.
"Big Tim" v&aa. child of the bow-
ery, born in a tenement in 1863. All
his life he resided 'lin the down town
district He was oV, of four young
'JtwWa'-.-:;.- ..
'Ji
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IF HEADACHY, DIZZY,
BILIOUS, "CASCARETS.1 mmYour Liver Is Full of Bile; BowelsClogged, Stomach Sour, Tongue
Coated, Breath Bad. Many a New Home will Have Little
Sunbeam to Brighten it.
RESOLVED
WE --STAND BEHIND
OUR COODS AND WE
MAKE GOOD ON EVERY
DEAL - OUR. GOODS
MAKE Coop Took
Care to git that
KIND
UKttft,mK.UKII
FEELS FINE
Get a box now.
You're bilious! You have a throb-
bing sensation in your head, a bad
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin is yellow, with dark rings
True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes
Crystal Butter, 2 lbs. 65c
under your eyes; your lips are parch-
ed. No wonder you feel ugly, mean
and Your system is full
of bile not properly passed off, and
what you need is a cleaning up inside.
Don't continue being a bilious nui-
sance to yourself and those who love
COUNTY CLERK TELLS OF "CURES"
GIVEN FOR "AUTOINTOXICATION
AND SAYS A PRINTED CARD TOLD
HIM WHEN, WHAT AND HOW
MUCH TO EAT.inn .. l. .1 (Irtn't fooArt in hapoh nhvctnc '
INTER GROCERY GO. BUT HE BALKED AT
THE NATURE CULT
that irritate and injure. Remember
that most disorders of the stomach,
liver nnd bowels are cured by morn-
ing with gentle, thorough Cascarets
they work while you sleep. A.
box from your druggist will keep your
liver and bowels clean: stomach sweet
and your head clear for months. Chil-
dren love to take Cascarets, because
they taste good and never gripe or
sicken.
PHONE 40.
There Is URimlly a certain degree of dread
in every woman's mind as to the probable
pnin, distress and danger of child-birt-
Hot, thanks to a mout remarkable remedy
known as Mother's Friend, all fear Is ban
lulled and the period is one of unbounded,
j .vfiil anticipation.
Mother's Friend Is used externally. It
in a most penetrating application, makes
the muscles of the stomach and abdomen
; llant so they expand easily and naturally
. ithout pain, without distress and with
i. ne of that peculiar nausea, nervousness
:.:id other symptoms that tend to weaken
the prospective mother. Thus Cupid and
the stork are held up to veneration; they
tire rated as running plotters to herald the
i raing of a Jilt Its sunbeam to gladden the).'urts and brighten the homes of a host of
Luppy families.
There are thousands of women who have
i:r.;d Mother's Friend, and thus know from
experience that it is one of our greatest
'inibutions to healthy, happy mother.It is sold by all druggists at $1.00
inv bottle, and is especially recommended
as a preventive of caking breasts andi all
other such distresses.
Write to Bradfield Regulator Co., 131
I.umur llldg., Atlanta, (la., for their very
valuable book to expectant mothers. Get
a bottle of Mother's Friend
How it feelB to go to the dining
table in a room where hundreds dine,
WHAT MORE CAN A HARDWARE MERCHANT DO THAN TO MAKECAPITAL COAL YARD
and to find a printed menu with cer-
tain dishes checked off for you and you
a 'one slating the kind of article and
the amount you may eat was told
this morning by County Clerk Mar-
itime- A. Ortiz, just back from Bat-
tle Creek sanitarium, at Battle Creek,
Mich.
Looking well and declaring that he
A HOT FIGHT IN
WESTUIRGINIA GOOD? MAKE GOOD ON HIS STATEMENTS ABOUT HIS STOCK. WEARE PREPARED TO SHOW THAT WE CAN MAKE GOOD. WE KNOW
WHAT TO BUY FOR YOU AND WHERE TO BUT IT. WE HAVE THE
BEST HARDWARE THAT CAN BE SECURED AND WE KNOW THAT WE
ARE OFFERING IT AT FAIR, SQUARE PRICES. WE ARE PREPARED
PHONE 85 MAIN.
WHOLESALE A SsMAND RETAIL VVWOuCoal Washington, Sept. 13. At a confer-- !ence of Progressives of the first con TO MAKE GOOD ON EVERY SALE, BECAUSE OUR HARDWARE IS THEgressional district of West Virginia,
held In Wheeling on August 16, it was
resolved unanimously to call a con-
gressional convention for the purpose
SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.
RELIABLE KIND. WE WILL SATISFY YOU; TRY US.
WOOD-DAVI- S HARDWARE COMPANY.
ANTHRACITE COAL, PHONE 14."IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.'
j of nominating a Progressive candidate
to fill the vacancy in the house of rep-- j
resentatives caused hy the appoint-
PHONE 14.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T- - & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Itosa, president: Uil Lane of Las Cru-ces- ,
vice president; Norfleet Bone,
treasurer; Robert Magatagan of Dex-
ter, member-at-Iarg- and Edward
Wharton of Tularosa, secretary.
Among the late arrivals at the col-lt.g- e
are Guillermo Morales and Al-
fredo Romero, two young men who
came all the way from Caracas, Vene-
zuela to take agricultural courses.
felt better than he has for years, the
county clerk said that the home of
corn flakes and other predigested
cereals is more flourishing than ever
- there are one thousand, six hundred
patients there.
"They told me that I had hyperaci-
dity of the stomach and that I was
suffering from autointoxication due
to an excessive amount of meat or
other nitrogenous food," said Mr.
Ortiz. "I was put on a
diet, ."
"Do you mean that you had no
'booze' at meals," asked the reporter.
ment of John W. Davis to be solici-jto- r
general of the United States. The
meeting was very largely attended,
land delegates were present from ev- -
ery county in the district. Letters
from Col. Roosevelt and Oscar S.
Straus were read. Reports from all
the counties in the district were to
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE LIGHTHOUGHT IT WASBETTER TO GO TOOROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
"Not that alone," he replied. "You j
know I haven't taken n drink of alco-
holies for over six years. But I was
told to avoid meat for at least a year
and to eat. largely of fruits and vege-
tables. There was no melted butter
in the cooking of food, either. Then I
noticed that starches were dextrlniz
fc( , as half cooked starch is often
Kansas City, Sept. 13. Maybe the
sudden breaking of the drought was
responsible; maybe it was simply a
primitive method of increasing his
love for her. But whatever the rea- -
son, a well dressed young woman at
Eight and Walnut streets proceeded
to tell her husband what she thought
ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-
tant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- -
the effect that Progressive sentiment
j was spreading rapidly everywhere.
A resolution was adopted declaring
j for a separate and distinct organiza-- j
tion in the district, and a committee
was appointed to arrange for the call-- i
Ing of the convention, which is to be
held at Moundsville, at the proper
time after the governor shall have is--
sued his writ, for the special election,
The committee was authorized to se-- :
lect the temporary organization of the
convention. A special committee was
appointed to arrange for Progressive
j speakers for the campaign throughout
the district. Representation for the
blamed for this acid condition of the
of him and to punctuate her remarks
with right and left jabs to the heart, j home and why all this light? Toernstomach."Mr. Ortiz said that at the sanitarium
they had a machine which registered
the strength of every patient and that
Dr. J. H. Kellogg, the superintendent
ar.d known throughout the country for
face and stomach.
Of course the crowd appreciated the
fistic conversation. It followed east
to Grand Avenue and then south,
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in the beaultful Peeoi
Vsllej. 8,700 feet above sealevel,
sunshine every flay. Ones air
work throughout the entire ses-Io-
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Four-
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOON, President,
j. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
c For particulars and Illustrated cata- -
gue, address,
C0L.JAS. W.WILLSON,Supt.
1 hr
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to bs
desired.
convention was fixed on the basis of
one delegate for each fifty votes or
major fraction thereof, by magisterial
districts, cast for Theodore Roosevelt
in 1912.
The West Virginia Progressives are
enthusiastic over their prospects in
the approaching contest. They al-- !
ready have an excellent organization,
which they are planning to perfect in
every precinct, in each county, and
they Intend to make a vigorous and ef-- i
fective campaign.
ready to protect the defenseless wo-
man if she should break her hand.
The young woman, about 28 years
old was talking earnestly with a well
dressed, quiet appearing man of 33
years at the southeast corner of
Eighth and Walnut streets, when sud-
denly she exclaimed:
"You will tell my mother lies! (Ex-
clamation point was in the form of a
blow 1o the point of the chin.) You
will stay out late at nights, will you?"
(Kid McCoy's corkscrew punch for
question mark.)
his war on meat and alcohol, requires
the patients to register their strength
every week. Then they must take ex
praises to get to normal condition, if
they are shy.
"Owing to lack of exercise I was
very low in strength at first," he said,
"but by the Swedish exercises, given
a patient as he resists, I gained what
is known as COO pounds in two weeks.
Mind you this was not in weight but
strength. Get thai down right."
"And what kind' of exercise did Dr.
Kellogg ask you to take?"
"Walking and lots of it," said Mr.
Ortiz. "The doctors did not consider
Pow:ER
IS QUITE SO CONVEN- -
The husband started to run. But
the wife followed up her advantage
(some people, said he was) and grab-
bed him by the belt. Then she start N IENT as to touch the button andyour stove is ready to cook youred him up the hill.horseback riding quite violent enoughfor me."
"Did they recommend rag dancing
the turkey trot and tango, as cures
for this autointoxication cenditon,
nked tlie interviewer.
Held firmly by the belt so he
THE CHURCHES.
Cathedral Church.
September 14, 1913.
Eighteenth Sunday after Pentecost.
First Mass at 6 o'clock a. m.
Second Mass at ::'.0 a. m., sermon
in
.English.
Third Mass at 1.0: SO a. m., sermon
in Spanish, and Benediction.
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
First mass fl a. m. Second mass
9:30 a. m. Sermon In Spanish and
English.
couldn't choose the retreat of the pro-
tective police station, the husband
,1. .... ....
.;!. A, ..j
They did not." said the county;... . ,
A, nuiiuwru, leauy iu juni 111 uie ciiaaecli rli, smiling. "1 understand that he be able to
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
to the station should
change his mind.sanitarium authorities oppose thesemodern dances. But every day we
lu.d the next thing to a dance a drill
f ut on the lawn, with ladies and gen-
tlemen. Then there was a laughing
exercise each day. Everybody went to
a hall where funny stories were told
and where one had to be amused. The
laughing exercise is considered excel
NOW SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.First Presbyterian Church.Corner Grant and Marcy. H. Z.Minister."What is forbidden in the second
commandment? The second com-
mandment forbiddetlv the worship-
ping of God by images, or any other
Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,$13.15ACCOUNT OF
COLORADO-NE- W MEXICO
FAIR AND INDIAN CARNIVAL
Date of Sale, Sept. 21 to 25, '13, inclusive.
Return Limit, Sept. 29th.
lent for a torpid liver."
Kept On Clothes.
"Did you try the 'nature cure'
among the many given at Battle
Creek?" was asked.
"What? You mean going around in
'way not appointed in his word."
Sunday school 9': 45. Fred McBride,
superintendent. Subject: "The
Morning worship, 11 o'clock.
Senior Endeavor, 6:45,
Evening worship, 7:45.
Special music at both services. Wed-
nesday evening prayers at 7:45.
the yard without clothes?" he replied. ST FARESW SUMME"1 believe they did call that the nalur
cure or the nature cult, with sun bath-
ing, air bathing and all that. They
wanted me to take that treatment with
my others. But I told them I did notEveryone is cordially invited to any i TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA INew Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern. I
1NT1 FF Tfl riflUnCROFT. N. M AND RETURN. 112.10. I
or all of these periods.
"Love not the world, neither the
things that are in the world. If any
man love the world, the love of the
o
c
l--r-
have time to lie out there in the sun.
Ha!"
Hay Fever Cure.
Mr. Ortiz said that one of the most
surprising cures given at the sani-
tarium is the "new wrinkle" discover
Father is not. in him. And the worldWM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
passeth away and the !ust thereof; butjhe that doeth the will of God abideth
forever."
ed for hay fever. "They just take yon
into a refrigerator room where you
get a touch of arctic weather," he
said. "I did not go in but I saw oth
The Py EastBest pMBlS or
Route pF West
Church of the Holy Faith.
(Episcopal.)
Services. Sunday, September 14th.
ers In there. This is said to be great
for hay fever in fact, the only way
VIGORETTES
to combat the disease. Perhaps the
germs are frozen to death."
This cure may have been suggested
ty the trips made to Greenland by a
party of New York hay fever victims
some time ago and the reported cures
when the cool weather was reached.
17th Sunday after Trinity).
8 a. m., Holy communion.
10 a. m Sunday school.
11 a. m., Morning prayer (choral)
and sermon.
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
Ember Days.
Friday, September lflth, joint meet-
ing of the Woman's Guild and the
For Rate and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R, SANTA FE,$1.00 Per Box. or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.'Woman's Auxiliary to the Board of
IT WILL BE A GREAT
STATE FAIR
THAT WILL BE HELD AT
ALBUQUERQUE
OCTOBER 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
STATE COLLEGE
IS OPEN NOW(Missions at 2:30 p. m., at the De Var-ga-shotel, with Mrs. Lorin C. Collins.
Order of Music.
State College, Sept. 13. The NewProcessional "Uejoice Ye, Pure in
exico College of Agriculture and Me-
chanic Arts is beginning its twenty- -
Heart," ..Messiter
Male Quartette "Remember .Vow CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Thy Creator," Rhoades
(Messrs. Kirkpatrick, Hayden and
Hall).
iVenite Boyce
Te Deum Laudamus Kotschmar
Jubilate Tours
Soprano Solo "Love Divine," Abbott
Our offer of 3 Boxes of
Vigorettes for $2.S0 w'jlch
has been appearing in this
publication for the past
few weeks If. still good.
If you know a friend who
Is crippled with Rheums,
tism, or has Stomach or
Kidney trouble, get them
to try VIGORETTES, the
great German remedy that
has benefitted thousands
fourth year with a good opening at-
tendance, 204 students being register-
ed during the first week and many
more known to be coming.
The opening assembly of students
occurred on Tuesday and President
George E. Ladd made his first talk to
the student, body. He gave a brief out-
line of his comprehensive plans for
the upbuilding of the State College
THE ONE BIG FAIR THAT
ALWAYS MAKES GOOD ! 11913 (Miss Carroll and male quartette)
Hymn "He Leadeth Me," . .Bradbury
Gloria Patri ..... Beethoven
Offertory "Consider and Hear Me, Telephone 9 W104 DON (JASPER ST.
Pflueger
and pointed out that an unnecessarily
large number of the young people of
New Mexico went to eastern institu-
tions for college training which could
be obtained in the state at a smaller
PREMIUMS
EXHIBITS
SPORTS
CROWDSGOOD
PURSES
RACESGOOD (Miss Edna Abrahamson, soloist).Recessional "On Our Way Rejoic
ing," ' Havergal
Order by mail or ask your drugfistCHICHESTER S PILLS
BRAND. A
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FiTNERAl DIRECTORS
cost and of equal value. The meeting
was then turned over to the students
for election of officers. Kenneth B.
Ogilvie of Roswell was elected presi-
dent of the student body, and Richard
H Bevens of Mesllla Park yell leader.
YOU WILL BE A WELCOME VISITOR
ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.
Write for a Premium List fro
Lstdltal Ak rMF Dranlst for AV
, h Lu ni !r- - I'tannnd HradVIMIUtn rJ wM Ualdj trttilicvTV fJ sealed itb I'.lue RiMwo. XfM y3 Tabs n other. Hny of takp VI I - T ItrueM. AKf.:rt,iri. IlV.TP!tH THE V1G0RETTE COMPANY, License 7. Day or Night Phone, 110 Main.
Next Door to Postoffice.
1A3I.SI l!!AM IMLL for Irem i stonz, hjumgei, : ; uswmm, new Mexico. The following were elected as officersfor the student athletic association forthe year; J. Guy Hamilton of Santa HOUSTON, TEXASyvAt i... v, rt, S.iit. Always H elithltr 'Tir.ldUiESt1
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NOBODY WORKS BUT MA ON--SUND- AY NOTES ON HIGHSCHOOL WORK AND
ON ATHELETICS
DUNKARD COLONY
IN THE MIMBRES
BOOSTERS THERE
expect by the time their turn comes
for High School Notes, they will have
organized and class officers will bu
liublished at that time,
j Last, but not least, comes the infant
class. This class consists mostly of
jthe babies recently graduated from the
eighth grade and bids fair to be some
class. The class organized under the
leadel'ahin nf Prnfpwwni T.niiirno urbn
Contributed by Seniors,
t Faculty.
! The Seniors were very much (lis
'anointed to learn that Professor Wag
ditches. The Lesters are very much
pleased with general improvments in
the Borderland and say that extreme-
ly good time can be made, especially
this side of Phoenix.
The Deming-Silve- r City road race
will be pulled off September 21st.
President Hoffman, of the Deming Au-
tomobile club, has just issued the fol
lowing rules:
No. i. That the race is to start on
the corner of Gold avenue and Pine
street at S o'clock a. m. September
21st, the ears to be run eight minutes
apart, positions In race to be decided
by lot the morning of the race.
Xo. 2. That the running time of
ner would not be their teacher ' "111 ,
laming, N. M.. Sept. IS. C. H. Hon,
assistant manager of the sales de-
partment of the Mimbres Valley A!
fnlfa Farms company, has just locaterl
n colony of Dunkards from Ohio and
Illinois upon the Miesse tract east of
the city. The paHtor of the colony,
liev. , J. Myemer, of Greenville, Ohio,
was io favorably impressed with the
conditions that he at once purchased
a firte farm for himself and the six
imiuwcu luein wnai no ao ana now to
do it. They elected officers as
thus scoring one on the sopho-- I
mores. Beatrice Sellgman, president;
Ralph Gibson, vice president; Ferdi-jnan- d
'Cook, secretary, and William
jTasohek. treasurer. Most of the class
lact like most high school scholars.
but as yet there are some as green
as grass with notions like the kinder
1 be reckoned from the timeassociates accomnanvinc hiin each R,,cn ('ar
set for starting, whether the cars are
by Prof. Wood, who now has the de-
partment of mathematics. Miss
Sena has the three-yea- r Spanish. Miss!
istulcy has the Latin and Greek. Missj
jllutsou the English and domestic
science. .Mrs. Martin, the popular!
Classen in art. Miss Bishop the glee
j clubs. Professor Wagner, manual
tiaining and Professor Lougee, science!
land history. Pablo .Moya, janitor!
jCatron building and foe Moya, janitoiSena high school,
j Athletics.
j This year the high school will plav
football for the first lime in many
purchased a farm. They are all prom-
inent members of the church and the i ready to start or not.
fait that they all invested in farms for "" J B
n '.i.... for what time between the starting point m
Deming and the finish of the race in j
garteners as they attempt to attract
the attention of the teachers with
their waving hands and snapping
fingers.
The Symposium.
This society has organized for tho
speaks much
t'hese progressive and industrious
farmers will do for this region. They
have just returned to their former
homes to make preparations to come
buck immediately and start their farm
development. The Alfalfa Farms
emnnunv hna nlpdo-e- $.riOI for 8
Deming shall be declared the winner,
and entitled to two thirds of the
purse, and the car consuming the next
best time shall be entitled to one-thir-
of the purse. All expenses to be paid
fioni the purse and to be divided ac-
years. Practice started Friday and aJlc01inS i'er with a very strong mem-Marg-
crowd of boys were out. Vigil' ''"ship. And some good meetings
Likens was elected captain, and a good "re expected under the leadership of
that very popular senior, Elmer Fri- -
,).,--, iio0,0 nnrt innh member nf cording to above ratio. fast team is expected. Coach Lougee
wants the larue bovs of the grammar officers lor the fall semes- -the colony has purchased property in
the town of Miesse. The bringing of
these Industrious and four handed
No. 4. All cars to remain in Silver
City one. hour, and such time is not to
to reckoned in running time. All
cars to be checked out of Silver City
cue hour from time of arrival. The
running time to be reckoned from the
farmers to the Mimbres valley does
well for that section of the country,
and in fact all other sections. Mr.
I ion will return east in a few days and
giades to come out and learn the;tPr an? Elmer Friday, president; e
for he wants ail the boys inter-lwar- Cartwright. vice president;
The field will be marked off j R''np Criffln, secretary; Consuelo Ber-- I
litis week and the school board will B?rp. treasurer. Chairman executive
erect the goal posts at once. It is eommittee. Esther Pollard; associate
'hoped to play the College and the U. members, Helen Winter. Ralph Lutz,
IS. Indian school in 1he near ful lire. Albert Wheelon and Otjs Seligman:
Any teams of our class desiring games the last four being elected, one from
will please consult Edward Cartwright, ""'' Has. Editor Afterthought, Ed-- I
manager. (ward Cartwright; assistant editor.
time that they are checked out,
in his next excursion will bring an-- ! whether they are ready to start or
rot.iiimr colony or jjuiiKaros wno nave ;
AO. n. unecKers win ue siauoneu i
Snmo of H. Muh school students Whipple MeOomiiek. The society
at Hurley, Ft. Bayard, Silver City, and
all cars must be checked at above
points. That each entrant Bhall de- - j
posit with the Bank of Deming certi- -
fled check for $25 for each car enter- -
ed, which entry fee with added money j
shall be divided between the two cars
as provided in rule !i. Entries shall
close at the Crescent garage at S p.
m., September 20th. No car can be
holds its meetings every other Wed-
nesday afternoon.
Notes.
The high school offers two
this year, chemistry and
Greek, which will be a help to those
planning to take studies for the
Rhodes scholarship examinations.
The high school was pleasantly sur
who would rather play tennis than
I eat, still make use of the tennis court.
They may be seen any afternoon after
school, chasing the balls around the
backstop.
I The prospects for a good track team
.this year are very favorable, with
'the help of the many new students we
should do well and are in hopes to
rptians on a large tract of the com-
pany's lands. In company with this
oniony were twelve other prominent
farmers of Ohio, Illinois and Indiana,
i'H of whom bought farms of varying
sizes in the vicinity of Miesse. In
this connection it is quite interesting
to note that when Mr. Hon came to
this city four years ago that the peo-
ple looked upon his farming ideas as
hair-braine- if not absolutely nonsen-
sical. They now look upon lilm as a
man of wisdom and foresight, and
when he goes east, to bring back good
fi.rmers he has not the slightest y
in interesting the best of them.
I' is also iutresting to note that all of
the people coming on the ten large ex- -
prised when they were called to the
f.ssenibly hall of the Catron building
for a friendly greeting from Mr. Sena,
Mr. Wagner and Mr. Ixnigee.
entered from any point than Deming.
or driven by a driver not a citizen of
Deming.
Seven cars have already entered
ai'd others will be entered before the
time of the race.
Prof. H. H. Simpson, of the animal
bring the banner home with us from
the slate meet at the University of
New Mexico next spring.
The track and basketball .teams
have not been organized, as the sea-
sons for these sports are as yet far NOTICE.
ursions brought in by the Mimbres husbandry department of the Agri- - away.
Classes.
The high school is again in session,
Alfalfa Farms company have purchas- - cultural College of New Mexico: Prof.
Is hereby given to all those per-
sons that have cattle and horses with
in the District or portion of land which
we have leased to Bartolo Ortiz, Lvls
Martinez and Narciso Archuleta, to
with the largest enrollment in the
history of the school. The seniors
i lament the loss of one of their mini-jbe- r
who left his class to go to a mill- -
take out the said stock within ltBRYAN DENIES HE
IS IN VAUDEVILLE
LINDSEY TURNS
DOWN CONTRACT
FOR BIG MONEY
days or they will have to pay the regu-
lar fee charged for the grazing of,'tary school in Missouri. Bernard
velopment of this property at once, j
S. J. Grumbles arrived In Deming in
l:is Reo this morning, and reports the
road in excellent condition most ofj
the. way. Mr. Grumbles will remain j
for an indefinite period in order to
drink in our pure atmosphere.
wauls to be a soldier. Jt boasts the
beforeiaddition of two new students, one,Wellington, Sept. IS. Just
said stock. Also we will not permit
the grazing of sheep within the limits
of said land according to the specifi-
cations of the contract, and any person
leaving the slate deptrtment at noon Mis Adine Garden, who recently "came
todav to fill Chaiitaiiniia eniraue- - to this city Irom Arkansas, and Ali
Fabian Garcia, director of the
experiment station, will de-
liver lectures on live stock and dairy-
ing and fruits and truck farming, and
H. M. Bainer, agricultural demonstra-
tor of the Santa Fe system will lec-
ture on silos and feed crops at Dem-i- i
g, Tuesday afternoon, September
Kith. It is hoped that every farmer
will be in Deming, in order to prepare
for the big one day inspiration insti-
tute and get together meeting to be
held at the Little Vineyards company
farm on October 1st. At the October
Meeting the farmers will bring all
kinds of Mimbres valley products, for
which premiums will be awarded, the
prize stuff to be Luna county'B ex-
hibit at the state fair. It is earnest--
d farms varying from 40 to 100 acres
each.
C. H. Lester and son. the Border-
land boosters and general all around
prth finders, drove into Deming with
. their Imperial touring car Thursday
direct from Long Beach, making the
trip in six days. Mr. Lester reports
seme road trouble in the mountains,
except from Phoenix to Deming where
there is but one washout and that is
being speedily repaired. When com-
ing through the mammoth wash which
is not altogether an agreeable propo-
sition for autoists, he drove not less
than ten miles an hour by letting one-hal- f
of the air out of his tires, and
running almost flat on the sand.
' Speaking of the run from San Diego to
Ossining X. Y.. Sept. 111. That
Judge Lindsey refused a lecture con-
tract of $120,000 because its accept-
ance would have taken him out of his
juvenile court work and his light for
ment at Salisbury, Md., Mr. Bryan de- - tonio Lucero, from the New Mexico (or persons having cattle, sheep and
nied that the jugglers, dancers magi- - Normal University of Las Vegas. The (horses within the said District with-ciau- s
and singers appearing on the'elass officers are Elmer K. Friday, out paying first their fees w'ill be pro- -THE WEATHER
oironit ns lie. are counter nf. president :. Miss Consuelo Bergere scouted to i lie tun extent or me tawpopular government in Colorado, is Win- - by
The
Miss Helen
treasurer.
vice president: and
ter, secretary and
firmed by Governor Creel, former p0. tractions.
lice commissioner of Denver, now a Ue said that the management of the
"It is pretty cool today." With this
exclamation the pedestrian put his
the undersigned or by our agent.
V. n. SKINNER,
J. W. MULLEN.
M. LUCERO, Agent.
class colors are maroon and white.
to have other entertainers on their The junior class with the exception:
program, to amuse the people and pre-- ! of Miss Elsie Frank, of Espannla, re-
an overcoat. And well he might fori when Judge Lindsey turned down the
today saw the first frost of the sea- - offer.
son. The temperature at I! a. in. was Mr. Creel is a magazine writer ol
"S degrees. note and the husband of Blanche
The range in temperature yester- - Bates, famous actress. He was a
ly hoped that all farmers and those
interested in agriculture will be pres- -
El Centra, he sayB there are two
stage auto lines whose schedule time
is eight hours including one hour for ( nt at both meetings
n.ams about the same as last year iCan't Afford to Have Kidnev i rouDie
The class officers elected for the vear 0 man with a family to support
are Eugene Griffin, president: Esther ;can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
Pollard, vice president: .Wilis Xus nePi far it with such a remedy at
baum, secretary and treasurer. Ihand as Foley Kidney Pills. An hon- -
The sophomore class, according to jest medicine, safe and reliable, costing
pare them for the more seriuos feat-
ures on the bill.
Mr. Bryan disclaimed knowledge of
the circular sent to Washington news-
paper correspondents by pall M. Pear-
son, manager and lecturer on the cir
.1 O. Clifford Is home from an v was from 4(i to BS decrees and newspaper knight-erran- t in Denver,lunch. Mr. Lester reports the road
from Douglas to Lordsburg very muchj traded trip to Salt Lake City. jthe average relative humidity as f,2 fighting for his Ideals in government,Miller Ferguson have just closed per cent. There was a trace of rain, when he came to know Judge Lindimproved, ur.d in exceedingly good information received from one of its (little but doing much good, foiey Kia- -cuit inviting the public to lake notice
nf fi... v...,-i- i ntiractinii m be offered members, has not organized for thelney Pills eliminate backache and rheu- -Yesterday
was partly cloudy and cool- - Hey s fight against crooked business
er. Light showers fell in the vicinity. and crooked politics.
The Forecast. Mr. Creel says that the continued witli the secretary of state as the coming year. They boast of a gain of matism, tone up the system
and re- -
condition. Grant county is making a 1'tnd deal in west Texas involving
extensive and very much appreciated j K.SfiO acres. They have also closed a
repairs on the Borderland east of deal whereby the Harry Ringle farm.
Lordsburg. They are cutting down four miles south of the city, becomes
'the dykes and putting steel culverts the property of W. L. Moore, of Miles,
over where it is necessary to have! Texas. He will commence the de
four new members and a loss of one. 'store normal action' of kidneys and
This class always was slow, but we bladder. The Capital Pharmacy.The weather forecast is tonight and attacks
on Judge Lindsey are kept i bright particular star of the aggrega
tion.Sunday generally fair with rising tern
pe rat tire.
j up with the hope of breaking hiin
'down physically and financially. The
venomous slanderers long ago
their worst poison without
shaking the public confidence in Judge IT'S ANOTHER DAWSON!" IS CRY SAWYER, ON TRAIL TO SHUSHANNA,
AIRE WE jOINt TO Lindsey. Xow they keep inventingnew lies, not with any hope that thepublic will be.liyve them, but with thepurpose of finally destroying Judge
Lindsey's health and compelling him
to eive iiti the fight against "The
HEARS BUT "SOURDOUGHS" SAY IT'LL TAKE A SHARP PICK TO
DISCOVER IF THERE'S REALLY A SECOND GOLD STRIKE.
STAFF CORRESPONDENT FOR DAILY NEW MEXICAN GETS REPORT THAT FILLS STAMPEDERS WITH
JOY AS THEY TOIL OVER GLACIERS AND BARREN WASTES OF ALASKA TOWARD FABLED EL-
DORADO.
LCOK JUKE THIS? Beast."Mr. Creel says:
"It is a story that cannot be con-
tinued indefinitely, this recital of the
gauntlet that Ben Lindsey is on the
run, day after day, year after year,
with never a minute to rest. To those
of his associates who have worked
with him and watched him there is
proof of a divine providence in his
miraculous escapes from the pits that
have been dug for him.
"As for me, I make no pretense to
There is a feeling in the air that we
are going to wear hoops in the near
future.
Already we are taking on a look of
the wooden women who in childhood's
days we put into our toy Noah's ark
"two by two."
The new tunics are about the
bottom and it will be a very easy mat-
ter to drop that wire an inch or two
at a time to the feet.
Now don't say, "I'll never wear
control my bitter resentment at IIiohi
attacks. I sat with him when he re-
fused a three-yea- r contract to lecture
at $40,1:00 a year, and this is always
in my mind when I come face to face
with the poverty that is entailed by
ihis generosities, bis philanthropies and
'his financial support of the forward
movement in Colorado, that is also the
forward movement in the United
States."
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
De Vargas.
them," because every woman has more
or less horror of looking conspicuous, !
and when all women are wearing the
ugly frills and hoopskirts of the Vic- -
torian age no woman is going around
in the narrow skirt of 1913. j
"Will commercialized fashions last?" I
That is for some woman of more
logical mind than mine to answer.
But I have been wondering how much j
longer women will rest under the al--
most universal censure of "indecent
dress" and "unbridled extravagance"
and still remain the white slave of
tiade. j
The great fashion designers are al- - jt ays in consultation with the maim--
facturers, and changes in fashion are j
not made because women demand
C. Davidson, Tucumcari.
L. Cassidy, San Francisco.
S. Fielder, Deming.
C.
A.
J.
Sawyer and His "Sour-Dough- " Companions at Chitina Glacier on the Train to the Fabled Alaskan Gold Fields
Percy Wilson, Silver City.
F. M. Jarrett, Chama.
W. H. Galbreath. Pagosa Springs.
H. J. Mendenhall, Sedarbale.
M. J. Sullivan, San Antonio. Texas.
Mrs. J. Lambert and daughter, Ok-
lahoma City.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Staab, City.
T. F. LymmeB, San Francisco. ,
W. H. Dearstyne, Denver.
A. C. Heltzell, Denver.
W. E. Nix, Lawton, Okla.
Bessie Haffner, Astoria, III.
Geo. E. Ladd, State College, N. M.
be another Dawson. At any rate, we of snow and ice, you know, which ll
be among the first to know! tends down into the valley from the
The trail up here to the Chitistone snow fields high above in the moun-riv-
ford is a real terror to tender-- 1 tain tops. It is constantly fed from
Chitina Glacier, via Messenger to
'McCarthy, Sept. l:i. This is a real
stampede!
We are the most excited bunch you
eer saw we five "sourdoughs" and
'one "cheechaco" that's me who are
ion the trail to those wonderful gold
fields fabled to lie beyond far Scolai
Pass np here in grim Alaska.
mem, dui Decause manufacturers and
merchants demand them.
Every man in the business of mak-
ing textiles or clothing has learned
the psychological fact of humanity's
love for change, and he constantly
plays on the restless,
which is born in us and
which we begin to educate to the high
est standard when in our cradle we
throw away our rattles to grasp the
colored ball that dangles before our
baby eyes.
Women are prone to be more rest-
less and reckless in this regard, espe-
cially the well-to-d- o women who are
called fashionable, because all their
striving must be in the realm of drees.
And right here is another little psych 3- -
And here's the reason:
At Chitistone river crossing, which
feet. Over hills, back and forth
around deep channels in the river we
walked.
Ptarmigan, a bird similar to the
prairie chicken, are plentiful here. We
have had some at every stop Bag-
ging them with a stick is easy because
they have not learned yet that men
are dangerous.
We are following the regular trail to
the White river from .McCarthy, but it
3 so difficult in summer time that few
men go through. A bridge or two
would have cut 15 miles off our !onr- -
Coronado.
W. M. Gimins, Albuquerque.
M. K. Moman, Raton.
B. Thomas ,Las Vegas.
R. Chavez, Las Vegas.
O. V. Gallaver, Deming.J. we have just made, we have met withthree j 'stampeders" on their "way out"for food. And they say this:That gold has been already found in
the new diggings, not only in the sur-- !
face dirt of the creeks, but even in the
ihis source and moves back or for-
ward as it shrinks or grows in vol-
ume. It s velocity is always greatest
ai its central point and the distance
P moves can be determined by stones
which it picks up and takes along.
Above the glacier and fiat our trail
bads ::u00 feet over a ridge of vol-
canic rock. Then upward 3000 feet
more to Scolai Pass, which has an al-
titude of feet above sea level.
The men who will take this letter
out are Ira Marker. H. T. Elafsholt and
Hen Centmo, all of Chitina. Alaska,
who are the first men to take out re-
ports of the new diggings.
"Grubstake" is proving herself a
real pack horse. There are only 11
stampeders ahead of us now of the
fil who started from McCarthy in this
crowd.
We expect to overtake the first of
them before my next letter is written.
Adenoids are a Menace to Children
t that they are claiming the right to Adenoids result from a succession of
colds in babies and young children.
"hey spoil the mental and physical
life of a child. The condition that
gravel picked off the grass roots on j aey fn)m fcrarthythe hillsides! j At rhi,ititone Glacier the Ice, which
All needed to get to this treasure moved forward two miles last year,
be the greatest industrious upheaval,
for It has been proved by our political
economists that a terrible war, a hor-
rible pestilence or a
earthquake would not work such hav-
oc in our country as for every woman
to stop buying gowns for a year.
Think of this, gentlemen, when next
you say, "Women are foolishly
forced the stampeders to make a de-causes them may easily be avoided by to see if it is really much or little- -
logical fact that enters into the vt age-
less change of fashion. As long as
there is a thinking brain in a human
body that brain will strive for some-
thing, even If it be only to outdress
some one else.
Through all the ages women have
only striven for the things that have
added to the glory of men, but, now
strive for themselves, 1 look forward
and see many ideas changed.
It would seem as though sensible
women might call art and utility to
their aid and evolve a dress that would
depend upon Its fitness and beauty for
its universal acceptance.
Before this
change can come, however, there must
careful parents. Quickly and thor-jtr.e- y declare, is food Tor the stam-- ; tour up over a thousand foot ridge to
oughly cure all colds and throat and tools to pick through the the flat on which this letter is being
tations by the use of Foley's Honey f'ozen ground to bedroek. Not until j written.
and Tar Compound, and adenoids will j these holes are put down can it be A glacier is certainly an interesting
not develop. The Capita! Pharmacy. determined whether or not this is to phenomenon of nature. It's the mass
1 1
Ml f
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.NEWSRTING CLUB WOMEN TO MEETIN SANTA FE
STATE FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
WILL HOLD A THREE DAYS' SESSION.
--- A BRILLIANT PROGRAM HAS BEEN
ARRANGED.
Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M..
Regular communi-
cation firtt Monday
of each month at
Ma ionic Hail at
Cicotte, Scott and Schalk; Boehling,
Gallia, Ayres, Hughes and Henry.CAN THESE NERVY LADS CROSS THE ATLANTIC IN THEIR
14-FOO- T SAILBOAT?
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.
At Boston
St .lxuis . 2 3
Boston 3 10
Moseley andLeverenz and Agnew;
Cady. .Ever Attempted In So
Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second
Boston Boys Are at Sea on Most Oaring Voyage
Small and Frail a Craft. National League.
DARROW NAMED
IN LOS ANGELES
SEPARATION SUIT
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 13. Clar-
ence Darorw, noted Cliica) lawyer,
was named in the trial of a separate
maintenance suit of Mrs. Ann
.Etta
Mayr, formerly of Chicago, which is in
progress today in the superior court.
Testimony that Barrow, during his
visit to Los Angeles in 1907, embraced
Mrs. Mayr, was given by Miss Caro-
line M, Moore, a neighbor of the
plaintiff. Five years later, Rhe said,
when Darrow returned to this city to
defend the McNamara brothers, dyna-
miters, she recognized him.
Mrs. Mayr admitted that Barrow
had visited her in a professional ca-
pacity, but said Mrs. Darrow accom-
panied him on each occasion.
Darow Denies It.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 13. "There is
nothing to it at all," said Clarence, S.
narrow this afternoon, referring to an
alleged embrace he was said to have
given Mrs. Ann Etta Mayr in Los
Angeles.
"No such incident ever took place.
I never saw Mrs. Mayr at Los Angeles
except in the presence of my wife."
Monday of each nipnth
at Masonic Han at
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE,
Boston, Mass., Sept. 13. "We'll
yhiake it, don't worry!"
Laughing confidently, Captain Law-
rence J, Moran and Joseph Higgins,
both only boys, shouted back their as-
surance to the flotilla which accom-
panied them down harbor when they
started from here this week on a
cruise that the hardiest Norseman
might envy 3,000 miles across the
turbulent Atlantic in "The Wink," a
5 1
4 2
Per--
At St. Louis
Philadelphia 2
St. Louis 0
Alexander and Dooln, Burns;
ritt and Wingo.
H. P..ARTHUR SELIGMAN, t ; ,
Secretary- -
At Pittsburgh
The Federation of Women's clubs of
New Mexico will convene In Santa Fe,
October 7th, for a three day's session.
Nothing is being left undone to make
the event the most successful, enthus-
iastic and result-bearin- g of any ever
fdven.
The Woman's Board of Trade and
the Santa Fe Woman's Club are now
making Arrangement for the entertain-
ment of the visitors. The program
thus far decided upon is unique and
i'lteresting and will certainly prove a
-- ieasure to the delegates and their
fi lends.
On the evening of October 7th the
indies will be welcomed by the local
chibs at the governor's palace. Octo-!- v
8th Mrs. McDonald will give a re-- f
f ption to the delegates at the execu-
tive mansion. October 9th an Indian
f veiling will be given at the Scottish
Rite cathedral. Col. Twitchell will
(First game)
4 11
2 7
Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular,
conclave fourth Mon- -
day in each month atj
Masonic Hall at 7:3o
p. m.
New York
Pittsburgh
Mathewson and Meyers
OToole and Simon.
cockleshell sloop!
This chip of a boat in which they Luhrsen,
are sailing holds only til) gallons of
drinking water and boasts only a four- -
foot cockpit as a shelter from the WESLEY
O. CONNER, JR E. C.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.w.
At Pittsburgh '(Second game)
New York 0 4 2
Pittsburgh 8 13 1
Fromme, Crandall, Schupp and Mc-
Lean; Hendrix and Kelly.
Santa Fe Lodge of Per-
fection No. 1, 14th de-
gree. Ancient and Ac-
cepted Scottish Rite or
Free Masonry meets on
OPERATORS INAt Chicago
Brooklyn .
Chicago
Allen and McCarty;
Archer.
0
4
Vaughn and
then address the club women on the
archaeology of the southwest, and a
aroup of Indians will present their tri-
bal dances; Cadman Indian songs
will be sung by Mrs. Ada Pierce Winn,
who recently delighted Santa Feans
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Cathedral. Visiting Scottish ' Rite-Maso-
are cordially invited to attend.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
At Cincinnati First Game at the benefit concert.
Boston 4 14 3 Some of the best musical talent of
weather.
Today they are out on the broad
bosom of the storm-swep- t water. Not
a single word has been heard from
them since "The Wink" left Province-town- .
Never before has any one been
known to attempt such a feat of navi-
gation, .lack london's cruise on the
"Snark" and Tom Dey's frequentjaunts on the "Seabird" are not com-
parable to this apparently impossible
voyage.
Fourteen feet.
"It can't be done!" announced ex-
perts. Nobody expects the youthful
voyagers to return except the modern
Vikings themselves.
The boys, before leaving, declared
they would follow the path of the
trans-Atlanti- c liners and expect to
secure provisions and water from
them if necessary.
Liverpool is their destination. They
expect to make the trip in about four
months.
Cincinnati 5 12 0
COLORADO TO
MEET MINERS
Denver, Sept. 13. "The operators
have taken no steps to meet the Unit-
ed Mine Workers of America officials
next Monday, but are ready at any
time to meet men actually in their em-
ploy, singly or in groups, to consider
and adjust grievances."
This, in brief, was the position of
the operators voiced today in connec-
tion with the situation in southern
Colorado coal fields. The miners' of-
ficials Btate that several days ago they
Ames andTyler and Whaling;
j the state will take part in various pro-
grams. Interesting automobile rides
will be given, and tours in and about
the ancient city. '
Kling. (11 innings).
American Association.
At St. Paul First game)
I. P. O. E.
Santa. Fe LodgeNo,
460, B. P. O. B,
holds Its regular
etslon on the sec-
ond and fourth
Wednesday of each
. month. V 1 1 1 1 lag
brothers are invit-
ed and welcome.
Toledo , 1
KINDEL REFUSES
TO WITHDRAW
RESOLUTION
6 .1
6 1
and
St. Paul . 3
Brenton and Passler; Walker
James.
forwarded to the operators a last re-
quest for a conference uext Monday
fAPT. LA WREN' OB .1. MORAN (ON LEFT) AND .10SEPH HIGGINS,
HJS CREW, AND "THE WINK." A SLOOP IN WHICH THEY
SAILED FROM BOSTON, BOU.VD FOR LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND. when the miners' district convention EDWARD P. DAVIES,Washington, D. C, Sept. 13. Repre-
sentative Kindel of Colorado, has de--ters. A sea anchor, two sets of oil- - Moran is the pilot of this "littlest
At Minneapolis
LouiBVille 3 9
Minneapolis 10 13 I
Exalted Ruler,
C. H. WILSON.
Secretary.
meets in Trinidad. Questioned as to
whether this last request for confer-
ence had been received, the opera-
tors reply was that several such re
skins and four life belts compjote the trans-Atlanti- c craft." Both boys are
equipment. The sloop carries two expert swimmers and sailors. congressional Investigation
of ,the
! Union Pacific Southern Pacific mer
In this over all sloop the
cockpit has been so arranged that a
shakedown can be put on either side
of the centerboard for sleeping quar- -
Powell, Clemons and Severold; Gil
lipan and Smith.in --shouldcapitals-
theirs.
jibs, a mainsail with three reefing
points and a storm sail.
quests had been forwarded to them,
but they merely maintain their atti-
tude of willingness to meet their own
employes.
Santa Fe Gamp
13514, M. W. A.
meets second Tues-
day each month, so-
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Fire-
man's Hall. Visit
WHITE SOX WILL HAVE STRONG
LINE-U- P TOMORROW.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Reports of games received too late
for publication in yesterday's New
Mexican:
American Association.
At Kansas Cit- y-
tie trouble in landing at will. The
winner will meet Benny Chavez here
in the near future.
ably cover third for the locals tomor-
row.
Jim Lopez will twirl for the White
ger dissolution, but will withdraw a
paragraph charging Attorney General
McReynolds with violating President
Wilson's Instructions by waiving pub-
lic hearings when the dissolution de-
cree was being arranged.
Kindel recently called on. Mr. Mc-
Reynolds and said he had been misled,
that the resolution had been prepared
by Henry B. Martin and Herman
Schulteis, officials of a anti-
trust league, who figured In testimony
before the senate lobby committee.
President Wilson recently censured
Kindel for introducing his resolution
without consulting the attorney gen-
eral, McReynolds.
Indianapolis 7 10 0
Kansas City 3 10 5
Sox and being in good condition he Johnny Lewis, of Los Angeles, was
will give the Duke City boys a "hot" given the decision over Eddie Stan-tim-
Lopez has won nine straight ton, of Boston, at the end of ten
games this season and still has to rounds of fierce fighting, both boys
meet defeat. (fighting shoulder to shoulder for the
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIBR, Consul.
A. B. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
The healing demulcent qualities of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other medicine
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you Is an inferior article. Re-
fuse to accept it for it can not pro-
duce the healing and soothing effect
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Insist upon the genuine, which con-
tains no opiates. The Capital Phar
Merz and Casey; Lange, Daniels and
O'Connor.
Manager Ortiz will take with him entire distance, but Referee Pollock At Milwaukee
the following players: Lopez, Clos- gave the decision to Lewis for his ag
gressiveness.
Columbus 6 10 3
Milwaukee 2 6 1son, Donovan, P. Berardinelli, J.
Griego, J. Ortiz, Digneo,
Garcia, Alarid.
Cole and Smith; Hovlik, Braun and macy.
Hughes.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879, Brotherh-
ood of Ameri-
can Yoemen.
Meets second
and fourth Mon-day- s
of the
month at the
The White Sox baseball aggrega-
tion under the leadership of Manager
Daniel C. Ortiz will leave tomorrow
morning for Albuquerque where they
will meet the fast Four-- club the
champions of Albuquerque. The
White Sox will have their strongest
line-u- since their organization, and
will try their best to land a victory.The White Sox are contenders for the
state championship and will have to
beat Albuquerque tomorrow to keep inthe race. Manager Ortiz has greatlyImnroved his infield by the addition
5ig Bill" Donovan who is well
n here having played here before
ill who have seen him know the
of ball he plays. He played this
m with the Salina team in the
Kansas state league where he made a
great record, and after the close of the
season he came to Monte Vista where
PROFESSIONAL CARDSBASEBALL
Standing of the Clubs.
BURNS KNOCKS OUT
DENNING IN SECOND WALL STREET.
Fireman's Hall.
H. 'Foreman. K. L Baca,
Cor. Bee. David Gonaalee.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 If.Santa Fe Lodge
ATTORNEYS AT-L- W.
EDWARD P. DAVIES, ?, .
' City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms 17-1- 8
Santa Fe, New Mexico
National League.
Club Won
New York 90
Philadelphia ....... .,..7S
New York, Sept. 13. The stock
market closed strong. "Speculation
was of broader and more
. general
character today and less prominence
Denver. Colo., Sept. 13. Frankie
Burns, of Jersey City, knocked out
Earle Denning, of Chicago, in the sec-
ond round of what was scheduled to be
a d bout before the Colorado
Athletic club here last night. A left
to the stomach and a right cross to
the jaw sent Denning down for the
FIST FIGHT MARS
TODAY'S DOUBLE HEADER.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 13. Mana-
ger Joe Tinker of the Cincinnati club
and Player Maranville, of the Boston
team, came to blows in the first inn-
ing of the game of today's double
header, and assisted by several play-
ers from each side, battled on the
field. Cooler heads among the play-
ers prevailed and by sheer forre the
combatants were pulled apart.
Both Tinker and Maranville appear-
ed to be somewhat the worse for
Chicago 71!
Lout
43
SO
59
03
73
80
Pet.
.677
.609
.563
.530
.443
.
134
.421
Pittsburg 7,
count of ten. Brooklyn .,"nS
Boston 5fi
No. 2, Knights of
Pythias meets
every Second and
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m.
he clouted the ball for a .654 average Denning's vaunted cleverness was Cineinatni 58in eleven games played. He will prob- - never in evidence and Burns had lit St. Louis 47
was given to special stocks. Union
Pacific, Reading and Steel assumed
the leadership in turn and the home
market gave, a consistent display of
strength. The evident scarcity of
stocks facilitated the upturn, which in
some cases approached the spectacu-
lar. This was especially true of Read-
ing, which rose four points, and Can-
adian Pacific, which gained 5 The
rise extended to a point where it be
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courti
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. II
j wear. They were banished from the
contest.
Pet. i
.650 j YALE MAN IS NEW
American League,
Club Won Lost
Philadelphia S" 47FOUR TIMES GOLF CHAMPION.
'JEROME TR AVERS KING OF AMERICA'S AMATEUR GOLFERS.
Meeting in K.
of P. Hall over
Kaune's store.
All visiting
Knights are most
cordially Invited.
STEPHENS, C. C.
Cleveland 80 57 84 GOLF CHAMPION
Washington 78 57 Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 13. Nathan- - came evident that short covering was
not alone responsible, and buying for
the long account was more confident.
'Boston 68
Chicago ...70
.578
.515
.507
.430
H. F.iel Wheeler, Yale, this afternoon won
the e golf championship
by defeating John Marshall, Jr., of
IA REINGARDT. K. of R. and S.Detroit 58
64
68
77
87
84
Trading was on the largest scale of
Chai. F. Eailey, . Chat, H. Easley
EASLEY A. EA3LEY,
Attorneys-a- t aw.
Practice In the Court and baton
Land Department
Land grants and titles examinee.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Betas
cla, N. If.
74 (Williams College, 3 up and 2 to play the week's bull movement Transac-
tions in the first hour were on the
jSt. Louis 52
jNew York 48 364
basis of a million shares a day.
American Association. REVOLUTIONISTS GAIN
IN SANTO DOMINGO.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel-
come.
BENITO ALARID, President.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
DIGGS AND HARRIS DENY
STORY OF MISS BARTON. DR.
W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms 1, 2 and I.
Phone Rett 6.
Office Hours 8 a. a. te I .
And by Appointment
C1"h Won Ivost Pet.
jMilwaukee S8 59 .599
j Minneapolis .88 62 .587
Columbus 8fi 65 .570
j Louisville 79 67 .541
St. Paul 68 83 .450
IKansas City 63 S5 .426
(Toledo 60 87 .408
Indianapolis 59 89 .398
San Francisco, Sept. 13. Both
Maury I, Diggs, former state archi-
tect, and Attorney Charles B. Harris, ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.-
Santa Fe Lodge
of Sacramento, jointly accused of
subornation of perjury in connection
with the white Blave
cases, took the witness stand on their
meets regularly
very Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth-
ers always welcome.
Western League.
Washington, D. C., Sept. 13. Latest
diplomatic dispatches say General
Arias, former president of the domin-ka- n
republic, and a political force
there, has come to the aid of Presi-
dent Bordas, assailed by revolution-
ists, and his force is now sailing
around the island from Santo Domin-
go, to Puerta Plata, where they have
complete possession of the three
'provinces.
James M. Sullivan, the New Mexi-
can minister, is expected to land from
the cruiser Des Moines today or to-
morrow. He will be guided by Presi-
dent Wilson's n state-
ment in dealing with the revolution-
ists.
The gunboat Nashville has left
Puerto Cortez, Honduras, for Guantan- -
own behalf yesterday. Both .denied
the salient points In the testimony of
Nellie Barton, the young woman who
Club Won
iDenver 91
Des Moines 82
Lincoln 78
I St. Joseph 73
Omaha 71
For quick results, a
little "WANT."
has sworn she was induced to act as
a bearing instructions to
Marsha Warrington as to the story
lyOSt
54
64
69
72
75
77
83
90
Pet.
.628
.562
.531
.503
.486
.469
.435
.388
the latter should tell to enable Diggs
to escape conviction for violation of
Topeka 68
Sioux City ,...64
Wichita '...57 the Mann act, They admitted that
A. T., & S. F. R'Y
Miss Barton had been summoned to a
conference with them and that, Bhe
had been the bearer of a message to
Miss Warrington, but stoutly declared
Here's a Real
Example.
amo, to coal and sail for Santo
that nothing savoring of subornation
TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st, 1913.
Where They Play Today
American League.
Chicago at Washington.
St. Louis at Boston.
Detroit at New York.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
of perjury entered into the conversa
tion or message.
LIST OF ELIGIBLES FOR KEN-
TUCKY FUTURITY PUBLISHED.
Lexington, Ky., Sept. 13. The list
of eligibles for the $21,000 Kentucky
Counsel for both sides announced
today that the case would go to the
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m, to con-
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
jury by next Tuesday night. A tenta
tive agreement was reached with theNational League.Brooklyn at Chicago.
New York at Pittsburgh, two games.
Boston at Cincinnati, two games.
Philadelphia at St Louis.
futurity trotting and pacing division,
was announced today by the Kentucky
trotting division for three year olds
for which there is a prize of $14,000.
The two year old pacing division has
five, while the two year old trotting
division has sixteen eligibles. The
race will take place during the fall
meeting here which begins on October
sixth.
court that the sentencing of Diggs
and F. Drew Caminetti, on the white
slavery charges on which they stand
convicted, would be ' postponed next
week until the jury had reached a
verdict in the present case.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albu-
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Albuquerque . with "Cut-off- "
train for Clovla and Vecoi Val-
ley points.
American Association.
Columbus at Milwaukee.
Toledo at St. Paul, two games.
TndlannpoHs nt Kansas City,
louisville at Minneapolis.
BETTER EQUIPMENT FOR
SANTA FE BRANCH.It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
Danjr.
In a letter from F. L. Myers, super-
intendent of the local branch of the
Santa Fe to Hugh H. Williams, chalr- -
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
In the city of Providence,
Rhode Island, is a store that
does the second largest retail
men's clothing business in the
world.
Take the ratio of its sales
to the population of the city
and Its volume is almost unbe-
lievable.
This business has been built
up on Nationally Advertised
brands of clothing largely
through newspaper advertising.
The merchant saw the advan-
tage of cooperation. While the
manufacturers made known the
merits of their brands, the
merchant used his home news-
papers to emphasize the fact
that he "Kept them."
A dozen other instances of
this same kind could be cited.
Mr. Manufacturer, dealers are
anxious to cooperate with you.
They will help you If you help
them to create a demand by ad-
vertising In the mediums they
use rue newspapers.
The Bureau of Advertising.American Newspaper Publish-
ers Association, World Building,New York, will be glad to give
you data In regard to a coopera-
tive newspaper campaign.
m.
jman of the corporation commission, Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
Today's Games.
American League.
At New York
Detroit 3 8
New York 4 11 2
Mr. Myers states that he has arrangedto have a vestibuled smoker and chair
nect with No. 7 westbound car-
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Subscribe for the Santa n He
Mexioan, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild
lug of our nw Stat.
....
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.
car placed on the run between Lamy
and Santa Fe, and that he will en-
deavor to see that the cars are equip-
ped with electric lights. It may take
a little while, says Mr. Myers, to getthis equfpawnt installed but it will be
done as soon as possible. . He con-
cludes by saying that he hopes this
will give the service desired as far as
Dubuc and McKee; Schulz and Cos-set-
At Philadelphia
Cleveland , 3 9 3
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m, to conWork for the New Mexican, it 11
working for you, for Santa Fe and
tha new state.
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound..
Philadelphia 1 g Returning, arrive Santa Fe 18:31Bender.rallfenberg and Carlsch; For quick results, a. m.
Jerome Travers, Amateur Golf Champion, 1907-8- , 1912-13- .
Experience and class told in the national amateur golf championship
at Garden City, L. I., when Jerome D. Travers won the national title for thefourth time, succeeding himself in theposition.
Travers defeated J. G. Anderson of Boston in the final round, 5 up and4 to play. He was easily the class of a large field and was out of danger
when the brilliant but unsteady Chicagoan, Charles Evans, Jr., blew up inthe semi-fina- l round.
equipment Is concerned.Plank And Schang. little "WANT." Call "Central" forTralnAt Washington
fthicago
...6 .7 2
Washington 1 4 Ji
New Mexican Want Reports.Ads always For quick results, alittle "WANT."bring results. Try It
()
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rOur Large Stock ofA MUSICAL FEAST ADOLF SEL y G000S GO.ii IMRS. PARSONS TOLECTORE HERE FALL MILLINERY!UNITED STATES BANK ft TRUST CO.
Does a General Banking Business.
GIVEN BY FOUR
ARTISTS
ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW
JIMMIIIIII lllltlMltlltllMIIIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIlllMMIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIMIIIItlllllllltiilMlltllllllMIIIIHlMk YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL ANDWINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RE
QUAINT CUSTOMS AND FANCIES
OF PRIMITIVE WOMEN IS THEYour Patronage Solicited
IN PATTERNS, SHAPES, FEATHER
NOVELTIES, ETC.
was personally selected by us
In Chicago. We show only what
is being shown in the East.
MRS. W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Ave.
THEME OF ADDRESS BEFORE THE! MRS. BEAN, MISS BEAN, MRS. VAN
CEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHION-
ABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO. We recommend this
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.
STONE AND MISS HAZEL SPARKSWOMAN'S CLUB ON OCTOBER 1.
tlMliMIMIttMlilllHtMIIIIIMItlllMlllMiiiMHIIIHIIIIMIIIIlllllllltlllllHIMMIItMllllttMIIIMMIKIIItllir
N. B. LAUGIILIN, President. jW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J. B. LAMY, t. DELIGHTED LARGE AUDIENCE OF
MUSIC LOVERS WITH RECITAL AT
THE MASONIC TEMPLE.
PHONE ISO.210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
At a called meeting of the club the
following delegates were elected to
the State Federation to 'ue held in
Santa Fe the first week In October.
en very ill about ten days ago.! I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I I I tllllllll. 1 1 1 I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I 1 Mrs. B. F. Morris, who has been vis
iting for a few weoks with Mrs. Leo
I i erscli, returned today to her home
in. Santa Cruz, accompanied by her
X
I
tI
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
INFORMAL RECEPTION
FOLLOWED MUSICALE
j (Communicated.
son, Hen, Jr.
Arthur Staab and wife have return-- i
et' from an extended outing on the
Mrs. L. C. Collins as first delegate
with Miss Cora Hayward as her al-
ternate; Mrs. W. Jl. Thornton as sec-
ond delegate, witli Mrs. F. W. Parker
as her alternate, and Mrs. J. V. Mayes
as third delegate with Mrs. T. Win-
ter as her alternate.
The resignation of Miss Jessie Mas-si-
as first vice president was aecept- -
Several fine building: lots
iOR SALE
FOR SALE
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.
RESIDENCE (Brick) eight room- s- best
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next 10 days
Eight-roo- Bungalow, Completely furnished.
Best of location. $60.00 per month.
Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.
on Marcy Street at a more
than reasonable price. Alsoreat Scottish Rite Cathedral,The
Pecos, and are at the Staab home on
Palace avenue. Mrs. Max N'ordhaus,
of Las Vegas, a sister of Mr. Staab, Is
ulso spending a few days here.
and artisticallybrilliantly illuminated
j ed with deep regret and Mrs. W. 11. decorated with masses of cut flowers
lots on Buena Vista and Don Gaspar Avenues.Two acres in fruit on one of main streets.
An ideal home site.t'ope was elected to the first vice mid ferns, was a mecca of music
lov-- ! '""'. oi truces,
ers who listened with keen delight to arnven in me city Saturday eveningto spend Sunday witli Mrs. J. 11. Wag- -to take out.The club voted
poration papers.
iucor-- a quartette of artists,
j The occasion was musicil0 ner. Mrs. Bingham has spent thethe
Mm Arl.tl.An 14ll rum.ii.ursul il.ol oil . , i,.v. i """CI Willi lier puivlllK 111 I'.lUl.... jvtMl n ruucaiinj iiifiin. minri no if-i-
.l.rt lit., li I: . - ., ... .... ..j , ... -- ei'-iai re, Wisconsin, and Is on her way
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
"He iF iT'slRfTA lHesfateTh war d hasi t. z
home.,.wi7 nvuiu line m juiii ail otrmiifc "-- ' plCCS OI TllC. V Oman S AlU Society OIerature study class should state at tno Presbyterian church which was
once to her this desire as the class r.mrWeri li'v the return to the citv of
O.C.WATSON &C0.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
Phone, 189 J.
1 1 9 San Francisco St., : : Santa Fe, New Mexico- -
will not be formed if the number is Santl) Ve'B WPn remembered violinist,
not sufficient to warrant it. This class MiaR Virginia Bean, who has won new-wil- lbe beneficial to those who cannot ,.,,, ln th(, Pns8 Cj,y. With herbe present at the afternoon classes. t..ime moth(Jri Mrs. Bean, who was
A motion to thank Mr. Street aRain hPnrd as pian0 acCompani8t.
through Mr. Owen for the andprompt Mrs Van gtone at tne or(,alli and Miss
Dr. L. F. Murray returned this after-
noon from Faywood Mot Springs
where he had been with Col. W. S.
Hopewell. He reports that Colonel
Hopewell is in fine condition now and
came up as far as Albuquerque with j
him.
Miss Emma Fischer and Miss Helen
Fischer, nieces of Mrs. Sallie Blake, j
arrived Thursday from Washington, n.
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACT-
IVE GIFT. See our display
of Necklaces, Cuff Buttons,
! FILIGREE JEWELRYcuurteuua action oi me waier coin-,.,r- c3r.,.i,o nn Qonfo Va'a
ttr nnnrnmnv ll rannnulu .i ilia
charming young vocalists, completed
L. A. C.L
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.
HUGHES,
President.
J. CRICHTON,
Manager 4 Treasurer.
POLLARD,
; Secretary.
civics and philanthropy department of
the club was carried unanimously.
The resignations of Mrs. Otero, Mrs.
Fiske and Miss Pain were accepted
with regret.
The first regular meeting of the club
will be on October 1 when Mrs. Her-
bert Parsons of New York will speak
on "Quaint Customs and Fancies of
Primitive AVomen."
H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
C. where their father, George D. Fis-
cher, holds an important position in
the post office department. The Misses
Fiscer will make their home here.
John Walker, Douglas Walker and
T. 7,. Winter returned last, night from
the Red River district in northern
Taos county, where Mr. Walker has
been doing some mining claim survey-
ing. They made the trip by auto and
went to the end of the road, Mr.
Walker says, at least there was no
sign of a road over some of the terri-
tory they passed over.
the program which was of rare
beauty.
Following the n.usicale was an in-
formal reception in- honor of the vis-
itors, Mrs. Bean and Miss Bean. Mrs.
John R. McFie and Mrs. I. B. Hanna
presided at the table where the re-
freshments were served, and thirty of
Santa Fe's most charming young girls
assisted.
The Concert.
Mrs. Van Stone gave, a most pleas-
ing rendition of the William Tell over-
ture bringing out the fine qualities
and beautiful tone of the new Scottish
Rite Cathedral pipe organ, Ihe number
was heartily encored.
Miss Virginia Bean was welcomed
with an applause of warmest welcome,
coming before her audience with her
SIX SUSPECTS ARE
ARRESTED CHARGED
WITH BEER THIRST
THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Re-
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE POMES TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS. PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
WISHED SHE
Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)
HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build-
ing Materials of Every Description.
AGENTS P(the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
usual graceful and sweet manner, and
io everyone who knew her of old, she i
COULD DIE
And Be Free From Her Troubles,
but Finds Better Way.
Charged with breaking into Henry
Krick's bottling works here and tak-
ing 52S pints of beer and Coyote min-
eral water, six employes of the Al CI.
Barries circus were arrested last
night at Las Vegas. They are locked
up in jail, pending the arrival of the
Santa Fe sheriff, Charles C. Closson.
The sheriff stated today, however, that
he has not yet been notified of their
arrest.
The prisoners gave their names as
tse emed to have gained a knowledge of
her beloved violin which was astonish-
ing. Hed depth of bringing out the
sweet tones and deep meaning of Cap
r.'ce Vieuois appealed to all her list-- 1
tuiers and showed that she had in- -
John Carr, 1. M. hheldon, C. Dezin-- ,i(,eu DePn studying with great care
ness. Joseph Masinus, Edward Xeig-tl- interpretation of this wonderful Cosis 75c a Day-C- Srauer and V. Mankinell. It is said two piece. Her Chinese Fiddler proved
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time,"
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place.
"1 wished f would die and be relieved
my suffering, from womanly troubles.
I could not get up, without pulling at
something to help me, and stayed in bed
most of the time. I could not do my
housework.
The least amount of work tired me
our Business Solicited. of them confessed. Detectives of the enjoyable, and to those who have
..... ....... i, card a cninese fiddler right, cer- -
agers assisted, in making the arrest, tcinly never could have enjoyed MissFoot of Montezuma Ave.Phone 100 and 35 W. ,u"u"'"6 " -;- ivan-B redition better, for it took onefrom this city.gas buck to a Chinese opera and its magicThe robbery occurred the night of., . mllDTO out. My head would swim, and I would
the circus, or early in the morning1' VSouvenir and Ilumoresque, the former,i ,h i, ob ih
Earns 75c an Hour, and Often $75.00 a Week and More- -
COMMERCIAL EDUCATION at the Santa Fe Business College
can be had at 75c a day and return a LIFE LONG reward. There
is not such a rich investment the world over. Spend your money
on your brain and you always gain by it. Good spelling is a great
necessity. Good penmanship, punctuation, good business letter
writing, Arithmetic, Bookkeeping, Spanish, English and other
Business subjects are always in demand. Cannot pick the wrong
trade or profession but all thete subjects are absolutely demanded
from an employer. If you don't know, then some one who does
know gets the job. Buckle down while young, or you'll have to
knuckle down when older. The young can not see it, therefore
the Parents should advise. Snorthand and Blind-han- d typewriting
Is always useful, for students Bnd others, for ne'er is always at the
shoulders of the boss, and so gets all the plums. These are tru-
isms, believe it or not, and the time will come when you'll rejoice
or lament. Come and see me. Do. You will ever consider it a
red letter day.
hy ,r"a a"d ,a tRI byBottling works has sustained through ,t,he JDvo1rak
wer" " "ered enjoy-Ther- eburglars in the past twenty years. hP'",U,b' Her Lullaby by Joahrnfeldtwas a good deal of amuse-- 1,pr lll8t numhfir and the sweetestHasment created by the reports of the
voteH 8ePmed to from herterrific thirst of the burglars, who vet conie
were not satisfied with bottles of beer, l'"Rh understanding of this sooth-
Buy For Cash !
And we will show you how much you can save. Espe-
cially should you do this with your
tremble tor an hour or more, nnally. Ilook Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I
am not bothered witli pains any more,
and 1 don't have to go io bed. In fact,
1 am sound and well of all my troubles."
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and
helps to make them strong, it acts with
nature not against her. It is for the
lired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
as if everything were wrong, and need
something to quiet their nerves and
strengthen the worn-o- ut system.
If you are a woman, suffering from any
of the numerous symptoms of womanly
trouble, take Cardui. It will help you.
At all druggists.
Write to: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies'
Advisory Dept.. Chattanooca, Tenn.. for Sfecittl
but took it out bv the barrel. Why 'E u,ppe- "en. me original num- -
... . . I' in- - ATiua I!.,V TVT..Q Tlfi.,',;FlourHay, Grain
beer drinkers took coyote mineral " "
waters has puzzled Mr. Krick, who own composition, "Phantasy on the
could not talk about the. robbery American Jig," proved to those who
without smiling, even though he thought that Miss Bean could not
under the loss of several a "lively tune" a revelation, for she
hundred pints of liquid, which cost certainly could get all there waB out
money. , of this wonderful composition. They
GuaranteedGive us a trial and let us show you.
Instructions on your cabe and book, "Home
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisteo and Water Sts.
Phone, Main 250.
Treatment tor women,' in plain wrapper. N.U Ixt
THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
Says : "It is a wise precaution against
Kitting holes ln dolleate hosiery to pow-
der the shoes before putting tli-- m op."
'Many people sprinklo the famous antl-
Lei Raise
septic powder, Allen's Foot-Ease- , into
Yq$? Safety
are certainly to be congratulated on
this particular piece. One could well
imagine the cattlemen of TexaB going
in a wild applause over the jiggy
strains that are in this selection.
One could go or. forever compli-
menting this talented little artiste of
the violin, who has always had Ihe
warm affection of all Santa Feans. It
can truly be said that she came back
to us with a more wonderful skill of
the magic strings of her beloved
violin, and that her graceful and
sweet manner, and her charming per
sonality are always to be admired.
Mrs. Bean's sympathy and clever
of her daughter's artis-
tic playing is a wonderful addition and
help to the rendering of the difficult
pieces of which Miss Bean's repertoire
is composed. Last but not least was
the shoes, and tind that it saves its cost
ten times over in keeping hole3 from hos-
iery os well as lessening friction and
consequent smarting mid aching of the
feet.
-- aHENRY KRICKt
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Mex. iH. S. KAUNE 8 GO.
HELLO
YES, THIS IS
THE
PURE FOOD
GROCERY
Phone 262.
PriceWhere Quality Governs the
and Price the Quality ihe remarkably sympathetic rendering
(of "Auld Lang Syne," which broughtSUMMER EXCURSIONS
CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
PicklingEuz
tt ars to many eyes that could not help
but think and feel that after all friend-sni-
is the strongest tie ln all the
world.
Miss Hazel Sparks, who Is a young
student of the Boston Conservatory of
Music, gave two very lovely selec-
tions, and she has a voice of great
promise, which with three more years
nt this school of music will undoubt-
edly bring her many trophies, and
n,ake Santa Fe proud to call her "our
own production." All wish her great
success as Bhe resumes her studies
this year.
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE LOW RATES NOW
Reason
Is (Now Here
The Secret
of Good
Pickles is
in the
San
Francisco
Los Angeles or
San Diego,
The difference between $7.W and $25.00; $S.(K) and $H0.00;
J10.00 and (10; anil so tin up the line is the provrj difference
between the salaries of men before and after receiving I. C. S
training.
t's ti fact. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases iu
salary as a tlire"t result of this training;- Every month there is an
average of ,'iOO rjen who voluntarily report success attained through
I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like ycur salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's aways a good paying position for the trained man.
You know that.
Then why not l?t the I.C.S. help you? It doesn't matter (
where you Iivo, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I. C. S. has a
way to help you to success in .
PERSONALS
NO MADAM We do not give
premiums with our Coffee. You
can't make good Coffee out of
poor Beans. You can't expect to
make good coffee out of the
kinds that are half Premium, for
remember, you can't put the
Premium in the Cup Have a
Cup of our Coffee.
Gold Band Line 40c 35c 30c
Bonnet te 40c
Old Fort Mocha & Java 40c
White House 40c
Barrington Ha 40c
Uptons Yellow Label 40c
Good value the best of the
eheanf " affees 25c
Our bi joffees the same
grad. ou pay 40c for in
cans' 35c
Mrs. T. A. Hayden Is visiting friends
In Las Vegas for a few days.
Judge W. W. Gatewood, of Roswell,
i3 here on legal business. He is at the
Ddcriatienal correspondence SclooK
Box 8K8, Scranton, Pa.
without lurthet ot'l'earton on my
ualily lor the poi'i-ii- tiad. or t
wbit-- I havu marked X.
Please explain,
p.irt, hnw I can il.rulexflua before
Vinegar
HAVE PURE APPLE CIDER VINEGAR
WHITE PICKLING VINEGAR
MALT AND HEINZ SPICED
"
SALAD VINEGAR.
$55.55 $45.55
SUMMER TOURIST RATES-EA- ST
ON SALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30IH.
Chicago . . $51.85 St. Louis . . $47.35St. Paul . . $51.85 Minneapolis $51.85
Denver. . . $21.10 Pueblo . . . $16.35
New York . $78.85 Col. Springs $18.15
Return Limit, October 3 1st, I9U.
For particulars regarding above rates, and rates to
imany other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ Agt, SANTA FE, N. M.
your own nume, m your spuie
time without requiring you to
give tip your present position.The I. C. K. method will
quickly enable you to earn a
much higher salary at the occ-
upation of your choice just as it
has already enabled thousands
of other poorly paid but ambi-
tious men to succeed.
Mail the coupon today the
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
without charging you a penny.
M(,ern Grocery fo.
Montezuma.
Percy Wilson, mayor of Silver City,
is at the Hotel De Vargas. He is here
on legal business.
Dr. F. W. Hodge, noted ethnologist,
has returned to Washington after sev-
eral weeks' visit here.
Mrs. John Brigham, of Eau Claire,
Wis., is a visitor here. She is stop-
ping at the Montezuma.
C. J. Emerson, engineer in the
survey office. left last
night for a few days in and around Al-
buquerque.
Hugh H. Williams received a card
Automobile Runuing
Poultry Farming
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Advertising Man
Show-car- Writing
Window Trimming
Commercial llluslrat.
Industrial Deaicning
Architectural Drafta.
Chemist f Spanish
. French
Flectrlcal Wirefnan
Flectfical EngineerMechanical Draftsman
Mechanical Engineer
Telephone ExpertStationer? EngineerTextile ManufacturingCivil Engineer
Building Gonti actor
Architect
Concrete Conatruct'n
Plumbing. Steam Fnxg
Min Foreman
Mine Superintendent
IheQualityShop"
" "PHONIT
Banking I GermanCi.ilScrrlcet "ahan
H. S. KAUNE S GO.
Where Prices ar Bstj
Remember: Hie Business of
this Place is to Raise Salariesfrom his wife today in which she Si. ? .o..states that she is feeling fine and im-
proving every day. She is at Fay-woo- d
Hot Springs where she was tak- -
5
mjvim nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
......
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
VALLEY RANCH, KT. 1VI.
Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
Santa Fe New Mexican
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
The Santa Fe New Mexican Published Dally
The New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers best accommodations and best location for fishing.
ft Booklet Free on Request JTHE SERVICE OF A BANKLm!fwly to its customers should consist of a WlrllIsilr great deal more than merely receiv- - vliII 11 ing deposits and handling cheeking xVJIlr accounts. vj
K Bronson M. Cutting: President VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.THE VALLEY RANCH,Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J. Wight Giddlngs Editor
KNEW WHAT WOULD HAPPEN. Many people suffer inconvenience and actual loss of money because
they do not have the full service tha a bank should render to its pat-
rons.
This institution is fully equipped to serve you in every banking capa-
city and whatever your requirements may be you will find the facilities of
this bank of practical benefit.
For over forty-tw- years this bank has served the people of Santa Fe
a prude. Fariuingtou Times-Hustle-
The Way We Look.
Some farmers are like some busi-
nessmen they can not see beyond
their own doors or fences. Because
they have raised nothing it was im-
possible for others. We had this
brought to our attention very forcibly-las-t
week when one farmer said every
man in his locality had a total failure
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Oally, per rear, by mall 5.00 Dally, per quarter, ky mall SI.25
Dally, tlx months, by mall K.58 Dally, per quarter, by oarrler I1.6B
Weekly, per year. 1100 Weekly, six months .Bl
leave such a memory' as the "Angel of
the circus" did? Her record made
here will perhaps be far brighter than
will be that of many a man and many
a woman who made greater preten-
sions and had greater chances. The
name came to her because she was
genuine and true and kind. Even the
"roustabouts" loved her and paid to
her the only tribute they could pay
lip County and surrounding territory effectively and a cordial invitation isextended to you to avail yourself of its services.
as they followed her out to the little while another said some of them
trench in the sand where they were would make from 400 to BOO pounds
to leave her forever. of beans to the acre. The latter was
There is a lesson in the passing of corroborated by reliable persons. It"All of Today's News Today"
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
CAPITA!. SURPLUS AND PROFITS, $242,000.00.the "Angel of the circus." iE just the way we look at things.
Moriarty Messenger.
The Easy Payment.
Every time we pick up a paper in
which something is advertised on the
"easy payment plan," we can't help
Will Continue.
It was suggested a day or so ago in
this paper that the school boa-- or
some one in authority, have the weeds
cut on the land owned by the city
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286 EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 but sympathize with the suckers whoschools, the direct reflection being the j win bite at it. These easy payments
weeds on the lot across from the fed- - fiat loom up like a dark cloud every
eral building. si olten, are the hardest payments
It has been done and now I think
there Is another delinquent in the mat-
ter of weeds. Just along the lot of the
Santa Fe club of Lincoln avenue the
weeds are making a pretty bad show
and will make a worse one when the
robins nest again if attention is not
A RIGHT STEP.
The publication of the city treasurer's report in yesterdays New Mexi-
can was a matter of much public interest and is a new stunt in city affairs.
We think the citizens will appreciate the fact, that City Treasurer Vaughn
lias given It publicity and it is just what should be done.
It is the day of the publicity of all affairs that touch the interests of
the public. The tendency lias been for a long time past to keep secret a
good many of the matters that are really public in their results and affect
inaterial.lv the whole of a community.
This is not true of Santa Fe in particular but it has grown to be the uni-
versal practice.
For this reason we are glad to see the step taken by the officials ot
this city and we hope the practice will be continued as we doubt not it
will.
There lms been a eood deal of discussion of late as to the expenditure
paid to the weed- - crop this fall. We
The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
have done a little better on the weed
question than we did a year ago, but
we can do far better still.
It may be the weedB on Lincoln ave-
nue are left there for their beauty, but
even were this so, the beauty time
has about passed and the present ap-
pearance is anything but attractive.
Next, year we are to have a greater
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.Large Sample Rooms.
anyone ever made. Many a man is
caught by these alluring phonographs,
automobiles and other junk, along
with a full grown mortgage, which
eats up the little substance he had to
begin with. There is no such thing as
an "easy" payment. Carrizozo Out-
look.
Why Not.
The careful study now being made
of the wild wheat of Palestine, un-
doubtedly the parent of our domes-
ticated wheat, is likely to have a di-
rect, bearing upon the agricultural fu-
ture of the southwest. The domestic
wheat was developed from Its wild an
cestor for use in wet countries, where-
as the original was a product of a dry
climate, not unlike that of New Mex-
ico. Selection from the original seed
may now be made with a direct view
of continuing its propagation in a
similar climate to that to which it has
always been accustomed and the
diought-resistan- t qualities retained in-
stead of being disregarded. Wheat is
the greatest human food plant, and it
belongs naturally to a climate such as
ours. This suggests the possibility of
making these vast plains into a great
wheat country. Silver City
"Now what should you say after 1
have given you cake?"
"I dunno, Mrs. Peters."
"You should learn politeness. What
would your mother say if your papa
gave her $10 to buy a new bonnet?"
"She'd say nuthin'. She'd have a
fit."
of our public moneys and often we have heard our citizens wonder why this j
or that improvement has not been made.
In the publication of the treasurer's report these things can be deter-
mined at a glance and many of the criticisms can be stopped. It is the
easiest, and most effective manner of getting at the true condition of the
financial affairs of the citv and the people themselves can be informed as to.
1. umber of people in Santa Fe than
we have ever had before you know,
ANNOUNCEMENT !
AC THE BYSTANDER
MO SEES IT.
and we want to make the city look as
well as we can. We have started on a
new campaign of publicity as we al'
recognize and this includes putting up
a good front as well as writing letters
and whooping it up with shouting.
When we tell how fine we are we must
deliver the goods to the tourists when
they come among us.
the use of the city funds.
We see bv this report that Santa Fe is not in the billionaire class of
cities and cannot be set up as a member of the big corporation club, but
we can also see that it is not bankrupt and that the city money has not
been wasted as far as the expenditures are concerned.
Of course the term general fund" is a little indefinite and may in-
clude a lot of things in the way of expenditure of money which has been
directed by the council, hut we have a better idea than we had before the
publication of the report just where we stand and where the money of the
They Are Doing Things.
It does look as if the civic depart'-nieu- t
of the woman's club was going
One method of doing this is to keep
nlaan fl rt H till! nil Oil P tlPSt Slid
city has gone.
. ... . .1: 4. frt ..nlillnitv in thn nmnlier Ot to accomplish something in the wayIt is a step in me r.gi.i u ... ' '.'''... --- - f ,....... , of thethe disbursement of the public money and we lee! mat it win ue appn- - - - - - - - - ;j city, judging by the manner in which
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
MARCUS CATTON,
Son of the Famous
"BILLY" CATTON,
who will manage his billiard par-
lors and instruct tuose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.
EVBRYONE WELCOME 1
ciated by the citizens of Santa Fe.
INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought I
AT ANY PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use in-
surance get the best, as It is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE
FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Building(FIRST t'LOOtt)
who has purchased the Insur-
ance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good protection
diessiest clothes. It is a good thing to
get the habit in these things and they
come a great deal easier.
So, let's get the weed habit this fa!
and when the merry spring time
conies again we will go after the
weeds just as if we had always done
so and did not think of anything else
than to keep the pests down. We
have been a little out of the habit in
MRS. JAMES TAKES
CARE OF HERSELFA POSSIBLE SOLUTION.
1 in pniii'i-es- n.i unusual bill has been introduced by A. TSriltt'ti, of
they have taken up various reforms
and are still prosecuting them.
The active interest which the wom-
an's club showed In the fly swatting
campaign was the beginning of the
work and now we find them taking up
the question of the condition of the
fllinois. tt uehing the killing of beef cattle. It prohibits the killing of beet Loganport, Ind., Sept. 13. Mrs Jes- - in,',c under two years old and goes to the vital point in the proutem or uie
country's food supply.
nonriiiinn iii the country has awakened an! water and asking questions of the business district conversing with herIt is evident, that the cam the past few years, and last year we
had wandered so far away from this, , .... ,!.. r n,is nil Imnortant nuestion at the present water company as wouiu ue expecieu lamer, jonn tfiiiganian, ana near by,
as' is gradually growing less and the ques- - of a woman's club. They got the wouIl, gazing at her, were grouped five mash- -time when it s. ems if the supply that we red as one expect
in the face.
'.
too, you may have noticed Skunertown fls- Mrs. James bade her father good- -i:o of "what next" is staring us (
... ....
..i .,. in lanH llial ia ftiinllioi nil n r;i t nrlKi If Of . . mifl clartuH an-a- c wmmmmmmwmFffnrta have been made to alter the prevailing conauion oi a uunfic ...... ... . - -- . Flyvale to look. We have dune bet-- 1 "' " -- "-
"Oh, you chicken! .Baby?" cried one Ithe beef market bv the passage of laws regulating the shipment of calves j woman ter work as far as the throv;in; of pa- -
slaughter and even prohibiting the same, but they have been ineffectual
I look for a oontnuied intor
.R too and ,,,,, I La Salle Hotelthe ant weed and the anti paper scat....
.....1 in.n.ni.lnn Iho .1 r .1 l IC111! U11U IIIIMIUIIIIK LIItT (luif.u.u,.. ... , , .thing more drastic is necessary. U H terlnS Maae at worK we m,Knl 10,hp health of Santa Fe throughnut t lie emeriieni v um 11Th itrittnn hill mav not he elTacacious in nice nave a good year in isn.the medium of our ladies' efforts.
jof the group.
Wheeling around, Mrs. .lames step--I
ped back to the grouo and smilingly
inquired, "Who spoke?"
"One of the crowd stepped out and
asked: "Where are you going?' '
Mrs. James slammed her fist against
his face and he staggered. Before he
' he could recover she struck again, a
about the conservation oi tne caives u.is worth a trial. It may bring
may drive. the cattle men out of business.
When the women take hold of d '
thing in real good earnest and with ftMQNG THE EDITORS.evident anil that is tnui uie increase mi mw i"6""'One thing is i.et eriii i ua null lu rwi.i n. lihuuh, jaccount of the greater demand for veal on tneI'ulves is not so much on
n account of the greater expense incut reu What Would You Do.part, of the consumer as it
If II ...ut, ll'l fnf vrin tn onV wtintlof beef.in the raisin
CHARLEYGANN, Prop'r
European Plan.
Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec-
tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
24 1 San Francisco Street.
Near S. W. Corner Plaza.
to sell their
those against whom the attack is
'made may just as well surrender in
'the beginning as in the end as the
'yielding process will come sooner or
later and one saves a good deal of
'grief and uncomfortable sadness by
k f.,,.,nru r.(inslilpr it more profitable and more easy
tlln sWew,lk-- jwould you do with' Harry Thaw- ?-
ja!tw(ii Mail '' '1Jn Bnt' IUS',eti up the ithc
Nntimithatandinc. crowded against a building.
four ,mcaives'when thev are small even though the price is correspondingly small
than to feed them to the mature stage during two or three winters and
Her
Notwithatnndinn the activities of !:l" w"8 80 unexpected and forcefulE1V111K 111 ai U1K IIISI- IL'l ll J ,.. U..A f.,W ,1 n.t.,iiihi tneInnlv a nuestion of time anyway. I our many enthusiastic swatters, the -- ' -
al of her fistH before cue of thein fought
WOODY'S STAGE LINE
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leave Barranca on the arrival (
the north bound train and arrives
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and gooa
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embuch.
station.
nolle- - that the .miniiirer of the water fly crop seems to be up to norm,
then getting the prices they will bring at mai nine.
One trouble with the method that is in practice now is
too often unfit for food as the calves are sold and killed
really ready to be eaten.
Here is .1 chance for the statesmen to take up a really
that the veal is
before they are
vital subject for
jbsck and knocked Mrs. James across
ithe sidewalk an'i against a rmiil uox. mmmmmmms.'and light company recognized this fact j
Raton itange.
land came throiiah with his exulana-- ! Will Wake Up.
Porter was prowling around) ne sioopeu. gianueu a loose pax- -It is one of itinns us nf course, he should and as; J. P.consideration and action. It is a problem worth their time i nvinLr nun pi ir ti v it miiiirti tin
eventually he would have to do. his Place the other day and uiscoveiea -
'
, she, had klloc.kP(lheI the head o mai
And along this line I want to say a little plum tree that he didn't know and who had .sen a. s '
that it is a most excellent thing of-- , he had, and it was full of nice ripe
vn ?
the pressing questions of the present day.
Mr liritten savs the number of calves killed each year has Increased
..... i.. ...! whon ue remember that the total number ofl"U in w......
,.
.,i I., iiw. niimirv has in the same time shown a decrease the serious tenlimes to have those take hold
of ajplums. Some morning ten or fifteen an outing imenran 14ithlnir who mean business and who; years from now the people will wake,boardtd
hi D.,i,ir hroaka! mi anil learn this is a fruit country. From the corner to tne place wueiex :i ..if ttlA.,l111 lit 11& Ull l nunii iiiiih v.D.Ufli.oi M.pv took ine car a iran ul uiuuuor until someone makes a break that Kstanci
. . l,n r nf ita mi u 'icininul
nature of the situation at once becomes apparent.
The people or the X'nited States are literally eating up their capital.
o- -
UJHV AN ASS
magistrate in 'Philadelphia the other day voiced the opinion
that a
and that It was none of thewoman had a right to dress as she pleased
will determine something. No Joke. l"7 V,;.
So here's to the woman's club of We have been inclined to treat as a whose Mrs. .lames enllid--
Santa Fe We're glad they're here joke the many quirps we have seen in ed.
We are glad to see them taking a hand the papers in regard to the immodest "Sometimes
I carry gun, said
... r .,. a !,. i,nn.L. i,t ti,,. ito tvles have intro-I.Vlr- .lames to the crowd that gath- - NW 1law's concern.
nni Pliibirielnhia magistrate's don't have to be. and as a matter of fact ithe interest will continue until theyiduced for women. The last
issue of,ered about her I am glad I did not,
(accomplish still more and until they Collier's gives four photographs taken have it today. Hereafter I will cany,
asl0n certainly start-ji- t and if I am addressed as 1 was to- -r ahnnt some needed reforms, the street that aremost of 'em aren't, learned
in the law.
. . ...... ii.., .., time another Dogberry, down in Atlanta, was lining! I ,1 lit 111 11HT .......
, in I linir ,i we laek-- a Ion wav of being !day 1 11 kill the man who does itclad in brothers pantaloons.
,.,,1r unman for anDeariug on the street
"wear the pants" figuratively, butThere, as In many places, women may The Circus Angel.them literally, lest public morals be nunmustn't their figures in
nre comfortable and more sanitary Once in a while the vista opens andi- - ......... ..c-- i ii mi fin in 7 mi mm THE FORUM.That pa-- ;. t c,vic iiir li the law winks at. thereby setting an vve cet glimpse throughi thetic funeral in Albuquerque the oth--
example foi men.
,,.i, , he hiah. .. .i ,i, "i,,,,,,! r the circus"
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Orants, Etc
Surety Bonds
woman in trousers can get on a sure. . - , '
'
train with some chances of catching it if it s about o vas blll.i(,di wa9 OIle of the times.
,lw an chase tor a
microbes or swish a cloud of dns, into No nP could read the account o itdoesn't ups.at t. in so doing she mop
THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
The Visigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
Best in the world. It has
84 characters with a single
shift, light action and un-
limited speed; Interchange-
able carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and col-
umn stops. Absolute visi-
bility and handiness ot ma-
nipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.
Ask for Catalogue or Agents Terms
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
Distributors for New Mexico.
SANTA FE, N. M.
"An increased amount of machinery
the nostrils of passers-by- . ""1 not s op tor
a time
, vour first editorial ln ye8terday's has been put in commission.than H mil 1 of thosebecoming costume Krow to feel that the ves 'Did you ever see a neater pretiier or more the effect of the new "Some a,ivices indicate another eas-dnigof Arden? The law let. h r eur wllo travel with the "sh ow are d If-- , e reg.the forest isthisshowing Dutroarliet8,ind's. in the scene fl-- e ol ind , EnglisUthe fair actress were she to don Ucren from the lives of other people, tbat on the stage but i, would pinch accord with not generally credited, and all mai.
... tlio Mir,.ni i null ill ;i wmv ill,- - inc. i ii.r ,same apparel tor a puimc piomemmc u.. ' - . ,... ... ., '. f.,uv tllink ,iiffPr. your usually careful endeavors. i Puvices seem to point rainer m ine
the oiher direction.We can't quite follow the taw in tins, a j - j .,lst at thi8 time." you say.
hfstuld "Why ; . :i,e as comes to - can be ascribed to nothing else i
,t ' than to the tariff. There is no other.p of us som(,time , Iife. and the j
"Endeavors to purchase certain
wools on low levels have also failed,
nrd this is. of course, the best evi- -. Mwit nnRHit) e reason ror uie buuuchMw.nol la luill hlll-- iut; c ovv uiui, dence of strength or prices.WHY BAR BOOKS. I tieavy nrop m tne pi.ee u. uu..mould.after all. we are of the samereason w hy books
could not but think as I read the ac- - Your casual reference to loss and a , "Trading has changed but little dnr- -wonder if nuynouy nas ever u"""We
slinnlil be barred from the parcel post. , cout ol the fuuural of the circus sudden drop in the prire of wool ne the week, territory wools in thei. : V.oiruil Dip luirpel 1IOS1 . . ..... I'
Of All
.Kinds,
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LADGlJLIN BUILDING,
SANTA FE - NEWMEXICO
of coui-se- . the tour reasons which u . woman and the love the members ot would tend to give to tne average grease occupying most of the atten- -Kxcent.
GRAND ARMY OF
THE REPUBLIC.itself, The four big express compam. tlle co'Pa"' showed for her. that it i reader the impression that there is a j tion at unchanged rates. Prices, ex- -Ibllt 011 tl'e; ..qu ,,i inalrn en miioli differ- - too A tlio o rtrnn in urine hnfii...n. ar,A lhw.n.0lllav,iu oan now sum uuuivnI'p to a four-poun- limit
to pay third-clas- s posiage. .mu u vou
- ence in wnai cnannei we are iuuvuik. i tp.Ken place, ine oesi lniormauou i,i00d combing wools nave Deen prac- -
lo ship by express. . the great heart of humanity is about j obtainable does not bear out your as-- , tieally unchanged notwithstanding the
Now books make ideal parcels for postal carriage hey flon si i gamp an(, hat lljipfulneB8 an ( 8rll)ption that tuere had been either a j bearish efforts of manufacturers."
They fit well into pouches. They're not perishable.
And they re co npa . klndnes8 count8 ( one sphere just as j 8Udden or a heavy drop in wool prices, j I feel certain von would not inten- -
Moreover the spread of books is worth encouraging. insY OI Jr: much as it does In another. j j al,ote from the wool letter which ' tionally join the efforts of manufac- -
ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT,
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,
Sept. 15-2- 0, 1913.
To Chatanooga and Return
at rate of
to make a profit on the transportation or dooks, It is good that this is brought to us appeared yesterday afternoon in the turers to depress prices of raw wool
yet such statements as those in yonrnow and then and we are led to see Albuquerque Kvening Herald whichwere carried at cost.
rncle Sam take 'em aboard his parcel post? We're
Facing a Serious Proposition
The man or woman who has kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave complications readily fol-
low neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken into your system mean restored '
kidneys and bladder action, and a re-
turn of health and strength. The Capi-
tal Pharmacy.
Why. then, doesn't what it means in the world. , represents the views of the high tariff, editorial certainly tend to help along
Maude Thornton was only a circus j standpat Republicans. This newspa-rider- ,
we say. She lies at the final rer can not, at least be accused of col-ca-
beneath the little hill of earth oring Its news in favor of Democratic
alone, while the rest of the company i contentions. This letter is from the
en nn as thev are forced to do, forjDoston Commercial Bulletin and some
I he attempting bear campaign of the
buyers by scaring the growers.
The fact is there has been no ma
ttrial drop in wool and in view of the
f.iaple'8 statistical position none is ex- -
sure we don't know.
Do you?
"
The Wells-Farg- Express is planning to get even with the parcels post by
cutting its rates, and the people will look on the operation
with perfect
enuaiiimitv and would not object to aiding the company in getting even. The
idea of anything going down in price appeals to the average citizen strongly.
It will not pay you to waste your
time wrting out your legal forms
Dates of Sale, Sept. I Oth to 18th
Return Limit, by extension,
October 17th, 1913.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, . . New Mexico.
cf its sentences read as follows: pected by the buyers' though they are
"Manufacturers will continue to buy j moving heaven and earth in the very
from hand to mouth in the hope of de-- natural effort to buy their raw
the market or at least pre- - j tt rial as cheaply as possible,
venting advances. I EDWARD D. TITTMANN.
nothing can interfere with the regular
performance of the "show." and she
will be only a memory with them. But
is it not after all a good deal, as
things go in this world, to be able to
jwhen you can get them already printThe questions that are most frequently asked these days are: "Who idid Governor Koss join thiof New York today?" "What party ed at the New Mexican Printing com- -governor ipany.Where is Harry Thaw?andmorning?
SAN7A FE NEW MEXICAN. PAGE SEVENSATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1913.
MOTHER! IS CHILD'S
STOMACH SOU R, SICK? WANTSI AUGUST WEATHERSUMMARV FORNEW MEXICO
figuring on the deep well proposition I
have sent a contract for the commit.-- !
tee here to sign up.
They propose, if the people here
comply with their terms, to put up a
bond in the Bum of $ri.nil(i for the faith--
SAVED FROM
OPERATIONS
That Wonderful Event
Hi!;iiiiii!iKi:.;ui;;iEB
IF THERE is a time above all times when a j
woman should be in perfect physical condition Cj
it is the time previous to the coming of her babe. ij
Durinft this period many women suffer from headache, d
sleeplessness, pa:ns of various description, poor appetite, 5
nd a host of other ailments which should be eliminated in 1
Justice to the new hie about to be ushered into this world.
If Tongue Is Coated Or If Cross, Fev-
erish, Constipated Give "Cali-
fornia Syrup of Figs." For Rent Six room house, furnish-
ed or unfurnished. Apply to David S.
Low itzki.mmaassum I'on't scold your iretnn, peevish
child. See if tongue is coated: this is
H
Two Women Tell How They
Escaped the Surgeon's Knife
by Taking Lydia E. Pink- -
a sure sign its little stomach
and bowels are clogged with
The month of August, lit 3, averag-- i
ed practically normal in temperature
j in New Mexico, but far below the
normal in rainfall, the average for the
state falling one-thir- below the norm-- !
al August precipitation. Kastern coun-- j
ties were, generally, hottest and
j driest, the temperature exceeding the
normal in District No. 7 about a do-- ;
gree a day, while stations near tlio
liver run o.iL,r. i wg young puilies lur
B01, either riding or driving. Phone Frank
MclJride, Main 50.
ful performance of their contract.
The contract sent by these people
is believed by those having the mat-
ter in charge here to ask more than
it will be possible to perform. From
one point of view this is encouraging.
Because they ask so much, it seems
probable that they mean business and
wan to drive a hard bargain. But as
the people here fear that they cannot
do all that is asked a new contract
in the nature of a counter-propositio-
has been drawn up, signed and sent
ham's Vegetable
dr. pierce's FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
is a scientific medicine carefully compounded by an experienced and skillful
physician, and adapted to the needs and requirements of woman's delicate
system. It has been recommended for over forty years as a remedy for those
peculiar ailments which make their appearance during "the expectant"
I period. Motherhood is made easier by its use. Thousands oi women haveiy been benefited by this great medicine.Your drtigdUt ran snnnlv vnn In llnnirf or tablet form. Or VOU can Send
Compound.
fl
M
Swarthmore, Penn. " For fifteen
MARItY Hundreds Wealthy Mem-
bers seeking early marriage. Big list
free. Mission I'nity, San Francisco,
Cal.
FOR SALE Cabinet sewing ma-
chine, brass bed and household fur-
nishings. For further information call
t Historical Society rooms.
years I suffered untold agony, and for:f td
waste.
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
cold, breath bad, throat sore, doesn't
eat, sleep or act naturally, has stom-
achache, indigestion, diarrhoea, give
a teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
I' igs," and in a few hours all the foul
waste, the sour bile and fermenting
food passes out of the bowels and
you have a well and playful child
again. Children love this harmless
"fruit laxative." and mothers can rest
easy after giving it, because it. never
fails to make their little "insides"
llie Oklahoma parties, with a letter
?! 50 t stamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription;a Tablets, to Dr. Pierce, at Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Bulfalo.
:"i
-
f i It is your priviledge to write to Dr. Pierce for advice, and it will be gladly
tJ given free of charge. Of course all communications are confidential.
setting forth the concessions asked
border exceeded the normal two or
more degrees a day. The rainfall of
the eastern counties averaged prac-
tically an inch below the normal;
mountain slopes were most favored,
although local downpours occurred at
a few widely scattered stations over
the northeast plains country, nearby
Kt.'itimiK Klinwinrr liftlp nr nn nrpf'ni- -
one period of nearly
tvoyears I haiihem-orrhag-
and the
doctors told me I
would have to un
'and the reason therefor, ft is hoped
that they will be willing to yield and
accept the contract offered,
j We consider it scarcely worth while
i;
dergo an operation,
to go into detail in the matter of this but I began taking jtption, clearly indicating the lo'jtil
Lydia E. Pinkham's character of the nreciniliition of the 'NEWS OF THE STATE clean and sweet.Keep it handy. Mother! A little
Marry If you are lonely, the relia-- I
ble confidential successful club has
large number of wealthy, eligible mem-- i
hers, both sexes, wishing early
riage. Descriptions free. Mrs. Wru-:be- l,
Box 26, Oakland. Cal.
Vegetable Com month. General counties averaged
.proposition and counter-propositio- at
this time, for they are quite lengtln
and if it all comes to nothing it would
;be wasted effort and space. Our read- -
pound and am in
good health now. I
am all over the
Change of Life and
ere may rest assured, however, that
culiar and interesting spcies of sheep (whenever anything definite occurs
are being carried on in different parts in the matter, we will give all details
of the country with varying success. i0f interest. Estancia News-Heral-
practically normal in temperate, with given today saves a sick child tomor-- j
about of the normal precipitation, row, but get the genuine. Ask your
.nearby localities again showing wide dniggist for a r.Ocent bottle of "Cali-ll.- '
different amounts. Western emm-- fomia Syrup of Figs," which has di-- j
ties, on the other hand, averaged con-- rections for babies, children of all
isiderably below the normal tempera-- ' ages and for grown tips plainly on tint
ture, with about of the normal bottle. Remember there are counter-rainfall- .
The southwestern mountain feits sold here, so surely look and
areas were especially favored in pre-'se- that yours is made by the
receiving frequent good ferula Fig Syrup company." Hand
A Close Call.
John Stiles had a narrow escape
ftom what might have been a serious
accident when his saddle cinch broke
while riding a fractious horse. He
was left in a heap on the prairie with
cannot praise your Vegetable Compound
too highly. Every woman should take
it at that time. I recommend it to
both old and young for female trou-
bles." Mrs. Emily Summersch.i..
The Karakule sheep's native habitat
WANTED I will leach several
young men the automobile business In
tt n weeks by mail and assist them to
gc.od positions. No charge for tuition
until position is secured. Write to-
day. It. S. Price, Automobile Expert.
Box 1G3, Los Angeles, Calif.
Notes on Cantaloupes.
me price or cantaloupes nave laaeu Swnrthmnrp Pn
another itimu tinward. and the localonly a. severe shaking up, while thehorse returned home at a lively gait.
Kara Visa New Mexican.
is on the steepes of Thibet and is
southeast Russia. The trail of the
sheep becomes so heavy with its
lleece that occasionally it must be sup-
ported on wheels. The fleece is very
long and silky and quite in demand.
The mutton is unusually well flavored.
Silver City Enterprise.
contempt any other figsnowers. 'i ne coolness or tlie west- - back with
em counties extended eastward over syrup,
the lower Hio Grande, the Sacramento -
MAY PUT UP BARS
ON GAY EMMELINE
.1 AEG ICR VAC I' CM SWEEPERS,
Best three bellows. Mahogany top,
lain, $2.75, brush $3,911, lots of Bix.
Also metal flexible nozzle pump type.
'Fast Beliefs. Get in on the ground
floor. Buy direct from factory- We,
aif selling to the quantity men. Why
not to you? Jaeger Mfg. Co., Hey- -
brand is overselling all others on the: Baltimore, Md. " My troubles began
eastern market by 75 cents a crate, j T'!tn tnt loss of a child, and I had hem- -
This weeks shipments have fallen crrhages for four months. The doctors
off, by reason of some of the fields be- - s,ald an operation was necessary, but I
ing late in ripening, while others are "ef'ed ' anu" decided to try Lydia E.
having trouble with aphis. But by a Vegetable Compound. The
reason of the scarcity of fine flavored njine has made me a well woman and
melons on the market, these late ship- - strong and do my own work."
pers are going to pull down some ex- - J.,. J- - 'FKING 1260 Sa"gent St.,Md.tra fancy prices for their product. Baltimore,
Portales reports a very successful j Since we guarantee that all testimo-seaso- n
both for quality and output, jnials which we publish are genuine, is it
which has also been free from aphis. not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.Pink- -
We are informed that Roswell is ex- - ham's Vegetable Compound has the vir- -
nn..i., nlnn nni..;j..nV.l.. .11 ft: ....! .. tll, tt tioln tkaoa ...Am .... It ...III 1.
and the Pecos valleys, where the
usual high temperatures of August
were largely lacing, and a partly
cloudy month, of moderate tempera-
ture, prevailed.
Two rather pronounced cool period.
occurred, the first from the begin-
ning of the month to the 3d or ith,
and the second from the 2fif'n to the
close of the month, the :10th or 31st
Washington, Sept. 13. Before Mrs.
Enimeline Patikhurst luurW nr ih
Slow Travel.
Col. James A. Baird is becoming
duly and truly imbued with the auto-
mobile faver. Last week he was out
over the old military road between
here and the White Sands every day
assisting in the repair work; he met
the Westgard party out twenty-tw-
miles and on Sunday he went to Tula- -
Jolted From Dray.
Francis Erbacher, aged nine years,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ehbachor,
was quite seriously injured Sunday.
He was riding on a truck on his fath-
er's dray when a sharp jolt threw the
little fellow off to the street. He
caught his weight on his arms with
tho result that the left arm was
broken at the wrist and near the el-
bow, and the right wrist was dislocat-
ed. The fractures were very painful,
but there is every hope that no per-
manent injury will result. Raton
Rage. i
British militant suffragists, can be ad- - j v I"'i&' Chlca
mitted to the United States in Octo--
her, the time set iti Ihe latest por ct'nt Io:ulS 0,1 farB' '"
nottncemeiits for her coining, the im- - ci"drd lan(ls' cil' resident or business
migration authorities will decide if property, to buy, build, improve, y
of the acts for which she has '"I'l or refund mortages or other se- -
proving generally the coolest dnyj otjirnrjiv-iiif-i luiiouirmuiK uinitiiitj will - v.n nr uiui-i-i 11, will neip anV
aphis, and that a number of fields other woman who is Buffering in a like '; 0,h- - On the other hand, therosa with the logging party. On one
nignest temperature occurred var- -occasion he enjoyed the thrills of mo have been practically abandoned for manner !
this season.
been imprisoned in England constitute curities; terms reasonable; special
moral turpitude within the meaning
' privileges; correspondence invited,
of the law and make her an undesir--! Dept. L., Commonwealth Bldg.,
iously on the 3d to lith, illh, tilth, 15th
and tilth.
j Showers were of almost daily occur
rence, though mostly light and local in
character. In the eastern counties
toring by assisting heroically in dig-
ging a car out of a mttdliole, at which
time he lost a valuable cuff-butto-
but he was game and never let out a
"holler." And when he came home
ible alien. Denver, Colo.G. 0. P. MEETS WITH
SOME BIG LOSSES
Aristocratic Malady. j
Fred B. Smith, a health seeker, She will be detained at whatever j
Late reports from Colorado say that
the shipping season is almost ended;
the melons being scarce and poor in
quality, caused by insufficient water
for irrigation.
We shall endeavor to furnish our
readers with statistics in a short time
making small
or side-lin-
port she lands, but whether eventual- - WANTED Salesmen
ly sho may be permitted to enter can-- ! towns. Whole time
not be foretold. should carry our fast selling pocketIndianapolis, Sept. 13. Further evi-dence of the continued disintegration
from Tularosa Monday behind a
spanking mule team he admitted get-
ting home without accident, but he
declared it was mighty slow traveling
for one who had become so used to
speeding. Alamogordo
side-lin- Special saj.es plan allowingTo the immigration authorities Mrs.of the Republican party was brought I'ankhiirsis visit presents at this time return of unsold goods. Makes quick,concerning cost of production, amount
they were generally delayed until the
1 nth and mostly ceased on the 22d.
Central counties generally received
showers by the r.lh and they continued
quite generally throughout the month,
mountains areas, especially, being fav-
ored with frequent light showers.
The winds of the month were pre-
vailing southwesterly and light. Tliy
to light recently, when the McKinleyrf nutnut nut Bnrnlnira i,ar ntm nit purely a hypothetical question, and jeas' Bales- $4-0- commission on each
they decline to pass upon it in ad- - orde"r- - SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.
who spent the past several months in
Santa Rosa, returned Monday to his
home in Ardmore, Okla. Fred's
avoirdupois increased with his popu-
larity until he developed that popular
and aristocratic ailment known as ap-
pendicitis, which necessitated his
speedy return to undergo the fashion-
able treatment practiced in such
cases. The ease is not considered
very serious, and Fred expects to re-
turn to Santa Rosa within thirty days
came over "body,which should prove interesting' and!?""?- - Indianapolis,and breeches" to the Progressive write ror outnt today, uvhv ru,convincing. Ft. Sumner Leader. party. CO., 212 Sigel St., Chicago, 111.A $250,000 Deal. The McKinley club has for a ntiin
vance.
Officials of the department of labor
now are seeking all obtainable infor-
mation concerning tho British
militant activities that may
A gigantic deal involving $250,000 ber of years been one of the strong
'
sunshine of the state was nearlyPANIC IN CAR ON
ACCOUNT OF CRABS 'political organizations of Indianapolis normal, although eastern counties re-was consummated this week betweenthe Farmers' Development company,
of this city, and the Schleter estate.
H was organized in 111(10 as the Easttceived more than normal, and west- -to continue the building up process; jhave a legal bearing upon her right
Active, ambitious men to sell excep-- t
onally high class groceries direct to
consumers.
Liberal advances on orders; our
bonus system big feature: permanent
l ositions; best season at hand.
Write the BIG IIOV'SE today for
End Republican club. Two years later ern, or rather southwestern,
Crabs the name was changed to the McKin-'abl- less, the skies being partially
to admission to the t'nited States.and armed with a passport from the of Clayton. By this deal the Farmers' Chester. Pa., Sept,
society surgeon showing that he went Development company takes over tho overcast most of the month. The CITY ORDINANCES PASSED SEPescaping
from a basket created a ley club. The club has always taken
panic on a trolley car on Third street. Ian active part in political affairs and
A member of a rehiring crabbing par-- j was considered a valuable asset to the
ty was responsible. Several of the ' Republican organization in Indianapo- -
through the third degree smiling, and
is entitled to recognition by the "up-
per ten." Santa Rosa Sun.
entire holding of the Schleter estate
in Union county, with the exception
of a few town lots in Clayton.
TEMBER 2, 1913, particulars, naming county desired.Be it Ordained by the City Council of Manufacturers, Wholes?m porters,the City of Santa Fe:crabs escaped from his basket and be-- lis. Among the members of the organ- - Grocers.That Section 92 of Chapter 9 of the JOHN SEXTON & CO. Chicago, Hi
average number of clear days was 13,
partly cloudy If and cloudy 4. At
Santa Fe there was 71 per cent of the
total possible sunshine, and at Ros-
well 73 per cent. The humidity of tho
stale was low, averaging 55 per cent
at Santa Pe, 5u per cent at Roswell
and iCi per cent at the Agrioultura.'
college.
Temperature.
The mean temperature for the state,
Xoidinances of the city of Santa. Fe,New Mexico, as amended by ordinance
1: troduced on September 0th, 1912,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
6
I
gan crawling about the floor of the ization are a number of prominent
car. business and professional men of the
One took a woman by surprise :md!city who have always affiliated with
bit her on the ankle. With a shriek the Republican party, taking an active
she leaped to her feet and stuck up! part in each campaign,
her foot with the crab dangling from The defection which caused the club
it, for a gallant gentleman to release. jt. forsake the Republican party, be- -
Denartment of the interior. U. S.
d passed on October Sth, 1912, be!Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Sept.
The transaction takes in all of the
New Breed Does Well. jsheep, Bomewhere in the neighborhood
County Commissioner E. S. Ed jof 30,000 sheep, a mercantile store at
wards was over from his ranch near! Mount Dora, all the improvements and
Santa Rita Tuesday. Mr. Edwards is about thirty-si- x square miles of range,
a sheep and Angora goat breeder and j The Pchleter outfit was considered the
has met with considerable success, (second largest outfit in the state.
Recently he bought two full blooded ' This deal does not affect the Miami
Karakule sheep from Daily Bros., of holdings, in fact it will benefit this
San Jose, and installed them on his project in numerous ways. It is stated
ranch. The sheep are doing nicely and bJ' one of tne officials of the Farm--he expects to propogate a full flock. j''rs' Development company that the
Experiments in breeding this w'as swung without the necessity
tard said section is hereby further io imj
The other women in the car ouicklv gan after the city primaries last year Notice is hereby given that HaroldH. Ilrook, of Buck man, N. M who, on
Sept. 9. 1913, made Additional Home
AMENDED as follows:
Sec. 1. f!y striking nut the follow-
ing words after the word conditions
in said previous amendment of Oc-
jumped on the seats. when the will of the majority was
Several made a scramble for the! thwarted by the political machine by-
j uf, determined by the records of !)2
stations, having a mean altitude of
about SOiKi feet, was 71.0 degrees or
0.1 degree below the normal, and fl.S
stead Entry, act April 2S. 1904, No.rear platform, while the owner of the methods that reeked with fraud, and
crabs, with difficulty, succeeded in increased after the national Reptibli- -
u uer sin, 191', "Provided iui wra. for N KB NE Sec-sai-
licenses so desired or intended to jtion 15, Township 19 N-- , Range 6 E.,
bo renewed are intended to be used jvf. P. Meridian, Act June 11, 19W!,
in the same location or building in or! List .Temez National Forest,
for which the now existing license islhereby gives notice that all persons
degree above August, 1!I12. The high-
est monthly mean temperature was
M.O degrees at Gage and at the dry
or in any way encumbering tlie Miami getting the shellfish back into the can convention in June, finally
jbasket. The conductor stopped the ing in practically the entire member- -The new owner will take charge of car to prevent two of the excited going over to the progressives,
the property on November 1. 1013. men from iumnina off. The organization will henceforth be
WomanEvery
Is interested and should with their headquarters at Springer. . known as the McKinley Proirressivemm
farm experiment station near Tucum-carl- .
The lowest monthly mean tem-
perature was .")G.4 degrees at Cloud-crof-
The highest recorded tempera-
ture was 105 degrees at Artesia on
know about the wonderful
Marvel Ji'NtSpr.r obstinate iclub. The action which resulted in theFoley Kidney Pills cureNew Mexico, at the present offices of(the Farmers' Development company. trouble, change of name and political aflilia-cases of kidney and bladderuoucne
i nis is tne largest nnanciaj transac-jrheum- ism and lumbago, because tions of the club was the result of ation in this state this year
Times.
used." Ic'aiming the land adversely or desir- -
(Signed) CELSO I.OPEZ, ing to show it to be mineral in
ORTIZ, Mayor, jacter must file, objection with thisClerk. 'office, on or before October 13. 1913.
l!e it Ordained by the City Council of! FRANCISCO DEI1.VDO.
the City of Santa Fe: Register.
' That Section 92 of Chapter 9 of the
ordinances of the city of Santa Fe, jGet rid of the torment of rheumatism
New Mexico, as amended by ordinance That you can do by ridding yourself
introduced on September 6th, 1912, of the cause. Weak and inactive
kid-an- d
passed on October Rth, 1912, be neys allow uric acid poisons to remain
AskyotirdruerKlstfor
tt. If he cannot sup
springei jtiley remove the cause. You can not;
take this honest curative medicine
into your system without getting the!
vote of the board of directors of the
organization, which was also ratified
by the members.
The club will take an active part in
the municipal campaign of the capital
ply tne MAKVHL.,
accept no other, but
sendstamp for book.
Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d St, H.Y.
Deep Well Project.
The last parties who have
(I ikul results. ir mem. j ne i apua.i
been Pharmacy.
i the !)th and at logan on the th, while
j the lowest recorded temperature was
32 degrees at Klizabethtown on the
j 5th, and at Red River canyon on the
2d, nth and 31st. The greatest local
n'onthly range of temperature was fil
j degrees at I.aguna; the least 20 de-- j
grees at Cloudcroft, while the greatest
local daily range was 55 degrees at
city, the entire membership being en- -
jthusiastic supporters of Dr. W. II.
H Johnson, the Progressive nominee for and said section is hereby further "1 1lle moon ann rneumaric
as follows: swollen and aching joints follow. Takemayor.
r0 Kidney s to ease you or tneBy adding thereto after the wordSan Rafael on the 10th. The district
j averages were as follows: No. V
j (Canadian and Northeast, 72.0 deWAS NOT A METEOR
BUT COPPER SLAGtelephone service depends largely upon mutual cour
"used" at the end of said previous Lpam lormem:, iiand buildi1 Pmanen ly upamendment of October Sth, 1912, the
"Provided further, that any ;,neys', tore the'r norma1' ac,'n, aTd
such persons, firms or corporations kfep th0.nc1 acl Try them. The Capi- -who are now engaged in conducting PharmacyhotelB, which are more than 250 yardsG' grees; No. s (Pecos and Rio Grande),70.0 degrees; No. 9 (western), 70.7 de-grees. Precipitation.tesy. The telephone is more useful to those who talk asif face to face, for civility removes difficulties and facili-tates the promptest possible connection. u.oo..- - nun. w.r, vi. mci iuo via.,. Wnrlr f,,r tho Von. Mextran. 't Isi Tiverton, R. I Sept. 1.3. The Tlver-- Iton "meteor" of August 27, was todayremoved from the realm of natural
phenomena by two young men who
confessed to the police that the sup
posed celestial visitor was composed
ol (if) pounds of dynamite and a quan
for Santa Fe andworking for yon
the new state.
The average precipitation for the
state, as determined from the records
of 100 stations, was 1.5D inches, or 0.7S
Inch below the normal, and 1.27
inches below the rainfall of August,
1912. The greatest amount was 4.83
in said city of Santa Fe shall be re-
quired to pay a license fee of five hun-
dred dollars, ($500.00).
(Signed) CELSO LOPEZ,
FACU.NDO ORTIZ. Mayor.
Clerk.
An Ordinance Amending an Ordi- -
inches at Harvey's upper ranch, and
tity of copper slag.
The "meteor" which was reported
to have fallen in the Sakonnet river,
was accompanied by a blinding light
the least none at Elida, while the
great amount in any 24 consecutive nance providing for the painting of
telegraph, telephone, electric light and(and a deafening crash. Two fish
Colonist
Tickets to
California
As in other intercourse, it often happens that two or more people
wish to talk with the same person at the same time. Without cour-
tesy confusion is inevitable, and the confusion is greater when people
cannot see each other.
The operators must be patient and polite under all circum-
stances, but they will do better work if they meet patience and
politeness on the part of telephone users.
the Bell Telephone Service enters intimately into the social and
business life of each individual. The best results come through the
practice o utual courtesy.
The Mountain States Telephohe and Telegraph Company
similar poles:
Be it Ordained by the City Council of
the City of Santa Pe:
hours was 2.02 inches near Maxwell
on the 21st. Precipitation- (0.01 inch
or more) occurred on an average of V
days. The district averages were as
follows: No. 7, 1.54 Inches; No. 8,
1.57 inches; No. 9. 1.09 inches.
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
Section Director.
Sec.. That Section 231 of the
ermen later found in their nets n
heavy piece of metal, which was de-
clared to be the fallen "meteor." The
fishermen put their find on exihibition
and did a profitable business until a
Brown university geologist pronuon-ce-
the "meetor" to be nothing but
copper slag, which was to be found
in quantities near a manufacturing
plant.
The police closed the exhibition and
printed edition of the ordinances of
the city of Santa Fe as compiled by
Charles P. Easley be and the same
hereby is amended by striking out the
word "white" wherever it occurs and
inserting in lieu thereof the word
"green."
(Signed) CELSO LOPEZ,
FACUNDO ORTIZ. Mayor.
Clerk.
UICTOR MURDOCK
AT B&OOMSBURG
began an investigation which resulted
in the confession of two young men Washington, D. C, Sept. 13. Con-
gressman Victor Murdock, floor leaderthat with some companions they had
taken the dynamite and exploded it
behind Gould's island in order to
cause a sensation in the town.
of the Progressives in the house, went
over to Bloomsburg the other day and
addressed a meeting of Columbia
county Progressives.
"The old political parties," he de-
clared, "have been playing the people
tor suckers. Do you think the Pro
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will he
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure U
the only positive cure now known toANGER
IN WOMAN'S BREAST
i
On Sale Daily.
September 25 to
October 10,' 13
Very Low Fare
to nearly all points in Califor-
nia, the Northwest, and any
places intermediate.
Liberal stopover privilege!.
Accepted in Pullman Tourist
Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
carried on Santa Fe Fast Trains.
Three trains daily from Kansas
City to California.
aiS 1 null LUMPLKE THtt nd AtVMYS
POISONS DEEP la tht ARMPIT AND KILLS QUICKLY
I Will Give SI000 if l Fail to Cure
Alto BIOOO or Exoal
Any Othar Dr. Living
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
a constitutional disease, requires
constitutional treatment. Hall'i
Catarrh Cure is taken intei-nally- , act-
ing directly upon the blood and mi
cous surfaces of the system, there-
by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing Its
work. The proprietros have so muci
faith in Its curative powers that they
gressives are going to amalgamate
with that kind? They talk about the
Progressives going back to the Re-
publican party. We're not going back
to a corpse. They say 'Let's get to
gether.' Where are they going to get
together? In a grave yard?"
Referring particularly to one of the
leading corpses, Mr. Murdock said: "1
hope the next time Boise Penrose pre-
sents himself to you you will taKe
him by the back of the neck, escort
him through the house and kick him
down the back stairs."
no Mine or fain
No Pay Until Cured
Written Guarantee
9 Dav P&lnlpM Pluter 4751 JtCilCEl HSPI WT, N NIXWondsrful DiscoveryAny TUMOR LUMP conducted excur- -Personallysions.ofier One Hundred Dollars for any?vrror 9 h e on miLIP, FACE or BODY case that it falls to cure. Send for list Ilong IS CANCER. '
ANT HARD LUMP In WOMAN'S BREAST It CANCER ot testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
ledo. Ohio.
For literature, fare and service
from here, apply to
H. S LUTZ, AGENT,
SANTA FE, - - - NEW MEXICO.
It will not pay you to wast youi
time writing out your legal forms
when yon get them already printed
at the New Mexican Printing
nfl very noiaonoil. E BOOK SENTFREE. TertimonUU of Thoinudu CURED
altar other failed. Se or Writs to Some.
VDR.&MRS. DR.CHAMLEYS-- SAB TA.T South Main Street. Loa Aiunlea. CaL
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall' Family Fills for consti
I KM0LY MAIL IMS tt SOMEONE Until CANCER pation.
7
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OFFICIAL. OFFICIAL.! LOCAL ITEMS. tion of the generous advertitiing audboosting which was given, them by the
Santa Ve New Mexican; to the Masons
tlieir sincere and hearty appreciation
for the use of their magnificent build-
ing, which added much to the beauty
and grandeur of the concert given by
SPECIAL SILK SALE THIS'
state treasurer to the credit of the
current school fund. I have made, this
13lh day of September, 19i;i, the fol-
lowing apportionment among the sev-
eral counties of the state as prescribed
by law, said apportionment being sev-
enteen cents to each person "enumera-
ted for school purposes:
CURRENT SCHOOL FUND
IS APPORTIONED
SCHOOL NEWS FROM
VARIOUS PARTS
'WEEK AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter
suitings and overcome at Muraltpr's
Fine as Silk, but not us fini; uh some
Mls8 Dean; to the superintendent of
t lie nenitentiarv and the rr 3 Indian
JF. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
Auto Delivery Every Hour! Auto Deliverv Every Hour!
...
Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will ouy, try It. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl un-der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 16th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
.. Boys and girls get busy gat your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR. i
of the silks to be found in the sacrifice schooI. sincere thanks for iheU- - er.
County Enumeration
Tlernalillo 8203
Chaves BOSO
Colfax 4I19S
Curry 2701
THE SUM OF $60,390 PUT INTO FUND
FOR WILDING SCHOOL HOUSES, 17,-72- 3
FOR HELPING PAY TEACHERS
sale at the White House. A big offer
,ol)ity in 8pmiing 8UCh profll8foI1 offor a few days in their new ad today. iovely flower8i and to a, wn0 he,pedFine spring chickens, lions or broil-- with the success of this concert, they
eis at the Modern Market. Phone ! extend their appreciation. Dona Ana 0180
OF STATE
REMARKABLE SHOWING GF SOCORRO
j AND BERNALILLO COUNTIE- S.-;
TEACHERS WANTED IN CURRY
NOTICE OUR WINDOWS. COME SALARIES AND A LIKE AMOUNT mx
AND EXAMINE OUR GOODS AND Grant &02!)
PORTIONED AMONG COUNTIES OF
STATE.
YOU WILL BE CONVINCED THAT j
OUR STORE IS THE PLACE TO DO
YOUR TRADING. THE WHITE
Guadalupe 3476
'Lincoln 2264
Luna 1546
your order to 202 Frank Mourer, pro-
prletor.
See McClintock & Wright for fall
ui.derwear and pajamas.
Further Details The city clerk
'stated today that further details of the
jclty treasurer's report will be given
jout Monday, In view of the request
made by some taxpayers that the ex-
pense or running the city be itemized.
They're ready for a big crowd.
Phone No. 4 ANDREWS Phone No-- 4 COUNTY. UNION COUNTY CIS
TRICT WANTS HELP.
McKinley 1115
Mora 12tl7
Otero 2434
Quay 3S67
Rio Arriba 5599
HOUSE.
Before Judge Abbott Case No.
S041, Jacobo Chavez vs. William C.
Sargent, state auditor, a mandamus
proceeding, was heard in chambers by
Judge Abbott today. The question
According to a notice received to-
day by Alvan N. White, Btate super-
intendent of public Instruction, from
the state treasurer, the sum of $60,
Amt Ap.
$ 1.3U4.51
1.016,60
747.66
459.17
SSO.HO
670.31
,. tf54.93
V,5!K.92
364.SX
262.82
i 1S9.55
71fi.S
"
413.7N
657.39
951.S3
r.15.61
3119.49
351.37
1,310.8?
1.029.1.X
274.55
770.78
683.23
419.39
S09.37
575196
$17,279.65
3WJ.73 has just been transferred from RooseveltQQ PRflFKUnNAI . .. 30S3
.... 1997
. . .
2061
raised was: Shall the state superintend the reserve fund to the school build-- ' Sandoval
ent be paid out of the Insurance ing fund, and the sum of $17,723 S5 San Juan
s.vwiunni. 'Everybody will be well taken care of
lCDTiriPATCC PDANTmUt the state talr ut Albuquerque, Oc- - funds? Judge Abbott held that heULlilii luniLU unnnikw has been transferred to the reserve jSan Miguel 7761
fund, leaving a similar amount in thel'Santa Fe 6054
current school fund which Mr. White Sierra 161'"
apportioned among the different couu-- ! Socorro 4534
tober 6th to 11th.
rou will find mai'.y good smokes In
our cigar case. No trouble to select
the particular size, shape and shade
you like. Zook's.
THE LARGEST LINE OF DRESS
GOODS, TRIMMINGS, AT THE LOW- -
shall. The discussion was principally
concerning the law of 1905, creating
the department of insurance and it
was asked whether the method of pay-
ing the superintendent according to
that, law holds good when a later law
ties.
Translating the above phraseology
into plain talk, it means that the sum
Taos 401 fl
Torrance 2467
Union 4761
Valencia 33S8
With the new school year well start-je- d
now, the state department of edu-- !
cation is getting all kinds of good
news from over the state about the
j work in the various counties,
O. ,1. Hill, J. H. llaney and Bill Otto,
school directors In a new Union coun-- :
ty district, enclose a clipping of the
was enacted in 1912-11)1- of $60,390.73 is now available for theEST PRICES. THE WHITE HOUSE, .i.jiuv
e i, Renehan and Wright anneared for the use of school districts for buildingSocial Tonight The Santa Total 101,645plaintiff and Ira L. Grimshaw, or the school houses in districts where helpwill give a social at the club tonight,
beginning at 9 o'clock. All the
hers aud their guests are invited. The
has previously been received on the
teachers' salaries. Also, according to
the laws of 1912, half of the current
Very truly yours,
ALVAN N. WHITE,
State Superintendent.
We Have a New Assortment of
Glassware
and Dishes
Something New
school fund Is diverted into the re
attorney general's office for the Btate
ruditor.
Many at Meeting The Merchants
association held a very well attended
meeting last evening in the chamber
of commerce rooms with President
Nathan Salmon in charge. The vari
:ew ia-- """r,, " affair will be informal and that meansjly about $60,000 being for. dressbuilding school houses and ask for Creations in Stationery.f 300 for help on a school house in heir " on announcements to- - serve fund and half is apportionedamong the counties of the state. Thus ELEVEN INCHES OF RAIN
IN TWO DAYS IN TEXAS.there is $17,723.85 in the reserve fundOIUIIU& iiirti. wir:. niii ft.w"...
from which poor districts will he help'ous committees made encouraging re
ports and every one feels that the or- - 'ed by allowing them sufficient money
fo run at least a five months' school,
Tyler, Texas, Sept. 13. Eleven inch-
es of rain fell here In fifteen hours
yesterday and today, according to un-
official measurements. Bridges have
been washed away in this section and
railroad traffic is paralyzed, four feel
of water standing on the tracks In this
city.
give the required one-thir- and more.
However the provisions of the law
make a requirement that districts
must first be helped during one year
on the teachers' salary before aid Is
available to help build a school house.
The department has received from
A. Montoya, county school superin-- j
tendent at Bernalillo county, two pic- -
tures of two new schools which go In-- !
to commission for the first time this
fall. Both are four room brick school
day by the Capital Pharmacy, Inc.
Do your part Remember that the
state fair to be held at Albuquerque,
October 6th to 11th, is for the benefit
of all, and should be supported by all.
Good home cooking, quick service
at the Plaza Cafe.
Farm machinery, vehicles, modern
irrigating devices and general mer-r-l
andise of every description will be
exhibited at the state fair at Albuquer-
que, October (ith to 11th.
FOR RENT Two suits of
while an equal amount Is today appor-
tioned ns per the following circular is-
sued by Superintendent White:
September 13th. 1913.
To County School Superintendents:
Of the funds in the hands of the
ganization will be a great success.
Progress on a rating sheet covering
the entire city is well under way and
when completed will be a model ar-
rangement for the basis of granting
credit in an intelligent manner. Neat
placards have been printed for hang-
ing in the stores or offices of mem-
bers calling attention to the fact that
they are members of this organization.
Any kind of nursing bottle you want Snmmmmtmmm tmmtmmmmmmhnncaa nno hpinc in district Nn. 13 On
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYSVtV
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
Everything In Hardware.
North Fourth street and the other be-- ! rms- - t'an be used together or
i separately. Apply to .las. W. Xorment,ing in district No. 3 at Alameda.
Mr. White states also that while on Washington avenue.
his recent trip to Fort Sumner, he j Marriage License-T- he county clerk
visited the two new school houses j Issued a marriage license today toKeruandi Vigil and Tonita Trujillo, ofthere. These houses are also being j
u,i fr the first time one rleht. in J Chimayo. The wedding ceremony
The White House
nipples of all styles, brushes, baby j
foods, talcum powders and the most
careful prescription department te
help haby when ill. Zook's. t
Ample Supplies Dr. T. ' P. Martin
of Taos sends word to Santa Fe motor-ist- s
planning the trip to the Taos In- -
dian celebration as follows: Ample
LUDWIU WM, ILFELD. V. H. WICKHAM
the Kev.ipnrt Sumner find the other down the.vin ,ake Pla('e Monday.
QimiAliau of oacmlinn und mrti il will T .river a little ways. Two teachers are
employed in each building.
Effective Monday, W. C. Oarroun, SPECIAL SILK SALE!
Father Halterman ofliciating.
FOR RENT Five room modern
house one and one-hal- f blocks from
plaza. Joseph B. Hayward.
N. Y. Sun's Article The article on
rugging printed in the New York Sun
in Sunday's issue, copied by the New
Mexican Thursday, has aroused a good
be on hand here for the 30th. A large
lot just across from my house will be
used to park motor cars. Roads are
in fine condition, except sand hill near
Clenegnilla. No work done on it yet.
You should get Frank Bond to do some
work on road from Santa Cruz to San
formerly employed at Rob well, will be- -
come city superintendent of schools
at Clovis, vice V. L. Griffin who has
resigned to go into the banking bus!- -
Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride, 10 START OUT THE FALL
ness with nis nrotner in Texas. T SEASON RIGHT, we have placed
on sale all of our NEW'and large
Juan and on some of the sand arroyoB
between San Juan and Velarde. The
canyon road is In good shape. We will 8
make a canvass of all families having
Mr. White also states that he has aeai ot comment, a manner ot ama
a call from Curry county for live good Feans have thanked the New Mexican
teachers with first grade certificates for printing the article and several
there. The districts needing teach-- 1 rag dance enthusiasts declared it was
lers are No. 13, Texico; No. 46, Field: "hummer."
No. 66, Grady; No. 66, Hollene, and Have that old Iron made new.
No. 67, Logan'sville. Cnagey &iErvien.
The denartment has also received Just received a new line of Knox
assortment of SILK CREPES, MUS-
LINS, CREPONES, Etc., values up to
$1.00 at the low price of
MODERN AND
ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities forlart'e
and yrnull tianijuet.s.
rooms and think we will be able to
take care of all visitors.
People like new things They can
always find them here. Fine Station-
ery, French Made Perfumes, Taicur.i
Powders, Face Powders, Toilet Wa-
ters and Extracts. Complexion Brush-
es, Tooth Brushes and Brushes of all
kinds of the vehy best make";, es- -
aaj n II Kto' " ii I
the statement from the county super-- 1 hats, prices $3 to $S. McClintock and
intendents of Socorro and Bernalillo Wright.
counties, regarding the work there for But Three Days Left 3 hree days
the coming year. These show excep-jno- remain in which members of the
tionally well the work that is being Chamber of Commerce can work to
done in these two counties. ifill up those application blar.ki. At
::69c PerYard.npRiallv thft Diinnnt anH I rtnnn 'HOTEL DE VARGAS Brushes, the acknowledged fin;stbrushes made, at the Capital Pharma-cy, Inc.
Cimarron on the Job The following
(letter is "Mr. ArthurSPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Lip.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
:
tt
the last meeting of the Chamber of
Commerce each member undertook to
secure a new member for the next
meeting. Three days in which to
make. good.
WHEN BUYING SHOES TRY US
AND WE ARE SURE TO GIVE PER-
FECT SATISFACTION. THE WHITE
HOUSE.
Johnston's Candles, fresh, attracti-
ve packages and better by far than It
even looks. Sold at the Capital Phar-
macy,- Inc.
He's A Live Wire As a "live wire"
the Chamber of Commerce points to
Sellgman, Santa Fe, N. M, DearSir:
Today (Sept. 11) the people of Cimar-
ron all closed up their respective busi-
ness houses and spent the day work-
ing on the Cimarron-Ut- e Park road.
Owing to the rocky character of the
canon between Cimarron and Ute
In Socorro county there are 30 teach-
ers employed outBide of the city of So-
corro, mostly one teacher to a school.
Of these 30, 15 will teach nine months,
six will teach 8 months, two will teach
seven, five, six months, aud two five
months. The monthly payroll is
$1,965 for teachers alone,, and the
average wage per teacher is $65.50.
This county has not received state aid
at. all.
In Bernalillo county outside of the
ward and high schools there are 43
teachers in 29 districts, of the 29 dis-
tricts, 21 will have school for nine
months, one for seven months, three
for five months and in four districts
school has not started yet. The
monthly payroll here is $2,390 and the
average monthly salary Is $56.
At the recent session of the state
board of education, 93 professional
This Merchandise are all NEW and the
LATEST. Our Fall Lines in all Depart-
ments are arriving daily in large quan-
tities. OUR LADIES' & CHILDREN'S
READY - TO - WEAR DEPARTMENT
must be seen to be appreciated.
THE WHITE HOUSE
Santa Fe's Up-to-D- ate Store.
::
::
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL Park, and the heavy wash of hard
rains, this stretch is, perhaps, the
most difficult for an automobile onlu ' " u- ,i,KUU- "B uuu lu "rMthe e circle drive But today's
n
tt
oraers lor iweniy uiousauu or uie
Santa Fe advertising envelopes. In-
stead of doing that he got out and
took orders for sixty-eigh- t thousand
in three hours, which is "going some."
Santa Fe needs his like multiplied a
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sol Agsnts For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
txtxtnttxttttttttttttxtttmxttuunittxxttxtttitxtUrALrA ibtu. All klOdS Of flowers, Jjarderj & field Seeds io bulk and packaies certificates were granted, and Pr. F. thousand fold.
work will make a comparatively good
road, aud we will have it in shape for
the pleasure-seekin- g auto parties who
will be fortunate enough to make the
trip and take in San Ceronimo Day at
Taos. We have excellent hotels, a
well, equipped garage, and a town full
of people who will do everything in
their power to give tourists passing
through Cimarron all possible pleas-
ure. Every effort is being made to
make the already good road from
Raton to Cimarron better, and it is
hoped that some work on the Taos
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel andK, H. Roberts and Dr. C. M, Light
were granted life certificates.The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe Almond Cream are fine for sunburn jand windburn. Take a bottle with yi-.- i ;
on your vacation.
A New Bridge At last College j
street and Buena Vista road are to
have a new bridge one of those con- -
crete affairs to stand the strain of j
Phono Black f Tf Unnnl w Phone Rlack45 LEU nCKSCrl 45 j FLOWERS
The Clarendon Garden,
PHONE 12 SANTA FE, N. M.
Game Warden Back.
Page Otero, assistant game warden,
has returned from a short trip to Ver-mej-
Park, Colfax county, where he
consulted with W. Hi Bartlett re-
garding the use of the Bartlett fish
hatchery for the state. It Is the pres-
ent Intention of the game warden to
start his first hatch early In January.
Pass, to take out a few rough spots.
heavy motor cars. Workmen are busy jwl be done before the ,agt o( the
today tearing up the old wooden ,h v t , George
l,riuge anu uigguig uie luunuauuu iui fteniley.
the new structure. Motorists and
"Monster" of the Deep A curious
water snake, 16 Inches long and
scarcely more than a thirty-secon- d of
an inch in diameter, is now exercising
in a bottle of water In the offices of
Dr. Lloyd and Dr. Small on Washing-
ton avenue. The "monster" was cap
Goes to Arizona.
To inspect the additional territory
added to his district, Glenn A. Gray,
district engineer in the office of the
hydrographlc survey of the U. S. geo-
logical survey, water resources branch,
left yesterday for three weeks in Arl- -
zona. Mr. Gray's territory formerly
included only New Mexico, but sever-
al months ago. Arizona was added to
his district also. This is his first visit.
to the state.
The Capita! Pharmacy
others found the street Impassible
Ibis morning. Those gonig out to-
ward Sunmount will have to go
around by the Don Gaspar avenue
route.
Wanted fifty men for board and
room. Six dollars per week. Plaza
Cafe.
Mr. Apodaca's Funeral The funeral
of Manuel Apodaca, who died at his
residence on Agua Fria street on
Thursday afternoon, will be held on
Monday morning at 9 o'clock. The
hody will be taken from the home to
Guadalupe church, where mass will be
celebrated, after which the funeral
tured by Capt. Von Nyvenheim and is j
said to have come out of the water !j
spigot. Just how a person would feel g
with one of these creatures moving S
around in his stomach is not known. j
The snake certainly is a restless crea- - jture, and this afternoon could be seen g
doing ail kinds of gyrations, making p
even the most skilful "ragger" turn 3New Incorporation.Southwestern Alfalfa FarmsThe green with envy at the sinuous grace
of the performance.company filed Incorporation papers cortege will move on to Rosario ceme- -
today. The capital stock is $300,000 tery where interment will be made.
Mulligan & Rising will have charge of
the funeral arrangements.
Just Received our Fall line of
ladies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices
moderate. Fit guaranteed. Call art!
MbON WILL BE IN TOTAL
ECLIPSE MONDAY MORNING.
There will be a total eclipse of the
moon Monday morning at 4:57. The
eclipse will begin at S:4S and the
divided into $10 shares. The concern
starts business with $2,000 subscribed.
Raymond E. Miesse. of Demiug, is the
agent for the company, and with Mr.
MiefP, Dnntpl S Robhins and R. F.
Hamilton constitute the first directors
of the company.
ANNOUNCE NEW STYLES IN CRANE'S FANCY AND PLAIN
STATIONERY AND CORRESPONDENCE CARDS.
CORRESPONDENCE CARDS IN
Gold Bar Cranes Initial, $1.50 value, at $ .75
Silver Bevel, Berkley White 75
Gold Bevel, Highland Linen, White Valdora 70
Colored Borders, Dundee Linen 75
CRANES' LINEN LAWN, Daybreak Pink (Gold Bevel).... 1.25
CRANES' LINEN LAWN, Bastique Blue (Gold Bevel) 1.25
AiMIIUIM.nl
Gold Bar Initial, $1.50 value, at $ .75
Gold Bevel, Cranes', Chantilly 1.25
Gold Bevel, Cranes', Morning Dawn 1.25
Gold Bevel, Cranes', Madeene Violet 1.25
French Border, Chartes, Cranes' 1.50
(Daybreak Pink)
Gold Bevel, Cranes', Dresden White 1.25
Gold Bevel, Cranes' Baltic Blue 1.25
Cranes' Linen Lawn, Pur Dresden White 85
iiii
II
I
iiiIiii
1.
moon gradually will become obscured,
LDtil It will be in total eclipse a little
more than an hour later. It will be
plainly visible in this part of the coun-
try, providing the night is clear.
inspect samples. Muralter, the tailor.
Surprise Party On Friday at the
home of Col. and Mrs. J. D. Sena, a
surprise party was given to their
daughter Miss Maria Luisa Sena, on
the occasion of her birthday. There
were present Misses Dolores and Ro-sln- a
Bergere, Anita Dltzel. Sofle and
In the Supreme Court.
The case of Mary Bell Whitehill vs.
the Victorio Land and Cattle company
was argued and submitted in the su-
preme court this morning.
"DANGER! 5,000 BURGLARS AT LARGE! How long since you
cleaned your revolver? How old are the cartridges? It is sheer
foolhardiness to be without a revolver, but better have none at all
than one you cannot depend upon. Remember, the thief is armed and
desperate. You owe it to yourself and your family to provide for a
revolver in the house or take one along In the dark. The RELIABLE
HARDWARE STORE has a complete and stock of depend-
able firearms and ammunition. Don't merely say: 'I'm going to buy
a revolver.' .Do it NOW or put this ad. in your pocket and ask them
to 'show you' the first time you pass their store. While you are at it,
buy a good lock, it's the cheapest Burglar insurance in the world.
You are safe If it's from
The Reliable Hardware Store.
i Minnie Creamer, Pilar and Ernestina
Delgado, Anita Berardinelll, Blanche
as!and Ida Clouthier, Clara Berthold,
Notaries Appointed.
Notaries were appointed today
follows: G. L. Reese, Portales: Marcial
NEW STYLISH HATS
IN SATIN MID WHITE FEIT.
They are Swell, at
"The fflilliner"
MISS A. MUGLER
OUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
These tyle have never been hown in this city before, and I
and are all of the latest creations, and strictly the
- Best Stationery Manufactured. i
CRANE'S STATIONERY HAS NO COMPETITORS, j
THERE IS NO EQUAL. SOLD AT jj
The Capital Pharmacy, Inc.
Mary, Luz, Juanlta and Amalia Sena,
Maggie Padilla, Maria Ortega. Lucin-d- a
Ortiz, and Messrs. Juan Hubble.
H. W. Cronenberg, Ed Cartwright,
Delgado, Willie West, G. Mirabal,
George Mignardot, Whipple McCor-mick- .
and Mariano F. Sena, Jr.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
BE SURE.
Extend Thanks The Woman's Aid
society of the Presbyterian church
wish to extend their hearty apprecia--
Valdez, Las Cruces.
JAPAN'S DEMANDS
ARE GRANTED PROMPTLY.
Peking. China, Sept. 13. Japan's
demands, presented to China two days
ago In connection with the killing of
Japanese subjects and the trampling
of the Japanese flag by Chinese, were
acecpted in their entirety today bv the
Peking government mmmnkasxBHi mmm mwtm-mmmammm-
